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Gallery 210 moves 
Contemporary. space for Smashing pumpkins 
contemporary works of art 
Caption goes here 
BY NICHOLE LECLAIR 
Managing Editor 
After 25 years in Lucas Hall, 
Gallery 210 is relocating to the blue 
metal building adjacent to the police 
station. 
The new space v,rill be larger and 
more accessibJe to both students and 
the community, according to Terry 
S'u.lu:e. gallery director and assistant 
professor of art and art history. The 
new facility will allow t\vo exhibits to 
run simultaneously and is located less 
than 40 yards from the MetroLink. 
'The programs we have been 
presenting here have been extremely 
constrained by the space;' said Suhre. 
'This move is going to give us better 
traffic , and the gallery can stay open all 
the tUne instead of closing a week to 
ten days between exhibits." 
Most exhibits run for five to six 
weeks: and with only one room in 
which to display them. the gallery is 
limited in the number of presentations 
they can offer each year. Also, weeks 
of presentation time are lost when the 
gallery closes to change displays. With 
the new arrangement. the gallery will 
be able to keep one exhibit open while 
another is put in place. 'There will 
always be something for visitors: ' said 
Suhre. 
The cun'ent exhibition schedule 
will not be affected by the move. 
\ hi h begins this month. 
. We hope to be in place with the 
A leader remembered 
BY PATRICIA LEE 
StaJfW'riter 
When St. Louis County Executive 
George "Buzz" Westfall died on Oct. 
27 , be was remembered as an 
involved leader in the region. During 
his tenure as St. Louis County 
Executive, he worked on various 
development projects. "He was very 
involved not just in the county, but in 
the region, so his death will have a 
huge impact," said Mac Scott, 
communications director for St. Louis 
County. 
Westfall collaborated with UM-St. 
Louis on several development 
projects. One of the people he worked 
closely with was Betty Van Uum, 
assistant to the chancellor. 'The fact 
that Buzz saw the interrelationship of 
government between St. Louis 
County and one of the major 
institutions in St. Louis county [illvl-
St. Louis] and saw that we needed to 
work together and support each other 
for the good of the county citizens was 
a pretty far' reaching thing for a county 
executive." 
Some of the development projects 
presently under way that Westfall and 
tJM-St. Louis were involved in are the 
MetroLink expansion at Hanley Road 
and a business, research and 
technology park along Highway 70. 
Westfall had recommended Van 
Uum for chairwoman of the 
MetroLink expansion. which would 
build a new rail line at Hanley Road, 
adding a third MetroLink stop on the 
University's carnpus. In a statement 
issued by Metro. Larry Saki, Metro 
president and CEO. said. "[Westfall's] 
support was a critical factor in moving 
MetroLink's Cross Cowlty Extension 
plans fOlwar'd as he helped to build 
consensus for the project's roule 
among the leaders of the various 
municipalities." 
To commemorate his contributions 
to transportation, Metro plans to place 
a decal with Westfall's picture in 
Metro buses and trains for the next 
month. The? decal would also carry the 
message. "Metro salutes St. Louis 
County Executive, George R. 'Buzz' 
Westfall for his vision, leadership and 
support of regional excellence in 
public transportation." 
Another project underway is the 
business. research and technology 
park on the southern side of Highway 
70. 
see WESTFALL, page 3 
Financial plans set for new year 
BY PATRICIA LEE 
Stall Writer 
UM-St. Louis recently submitted 
its budget for Fi scal Year' 2005, \vhich 
lUns from July 2004--]une 2005 . 
While most of the proposed student 
fees remain the same, health ser\'ices, 
athletic. student activity and 
infrasuucture fees ar'e projected to 
increase. 
Health services is requesting a 45 
percent increase, which would raise 
the student health fee from $2 to $2.90 
per credit hOUf. Kathy Cas tulik , 
Health Educator III and medical 
assistant for the University Health 
Services, said that the raise is 
necessary to keep up with the 
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increased demand for health services. 
"The demand is growing, and we're 
just trying to keep up. More and more 
students and faculty and staff are 
using it," said Castulik. 
The increase in student fees would 
also fund another nurse practitioner. 
"We only have one nurse practitioner. 
and she is booked from the minute she 
walks in until she leaves," said 
Castlllik. CastuJik also said that with 
the proposed increases, student fees at 
UM-St. Louis would still be lower 
than what other universities charoge. 
The infrastructure fee proposal 
would increase the per credit hour fee 
from $2.00 to $2.50, a 25 percent 
increase. This would cover the 
maintenance and required repairs for 
the infrastlUctme arld the increa~ed 
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use of the canlpus shuttles. This 
would also pay for students' Metro 
passes. 
When the Bi-State Pass Program 
(now known as Metro) was first 
offered at UM-St. Louis in August 
1993, it wa~ discounted because of the 
partnership the University had with 
Bi-State to develop the new 
MetroLink and promote use. "Since 
that time, the MetroLink costs have 
significantly outpaced the increase in 
the fee charged to UMSL. Therefme. 
Bi-State and UMSL have agreed to a 
'price phasing' contract. where 
UMSL will pay a higher rate for the 
next several years to bring the rate to 
market levels," said Reinhard 
Schuster. vICe chancellor for 
administrative services . 
Other proposed increases are a 3.9 
percent increa.-;e from $9.00 to $9.35 
in the athletic fee and a 15.3 percent 
student fee increase, raising from 
$3.00 to $3.36. 
Presently, students pay ·$39.64 per 
credit hour in student fee s; the 
proposed changes would raise it 5.6 
percent to $41.85 per credit hour. 
"I know many students have 
voiced that they do not want to see the 
student fees increase but some of the 
groups that ar'e looking for money do 
need it," said Kristy Runde, president 
of the SGA 
see BUDGET, page 3 
first exhibit opening on Jan. 22," said 
Suhre. "We will present those we have 
planned, but we have the opportunity 
to add events to the calendar." The first 
exhibit at the new location, and for the 
new year, Debra Drexler 's "High Art 
and Low Life," is part of the original 
gallery schwule. However, Suhre said 
that he hopes to open a second exhibit, 
which is not on the schedule. Though 
not yet confIrmed, the second offering 
may be an exhibit by Eric Shultis of 
small paintings and constructions. 
In addition to the two exhibit areas, 
the new gallery space will incorporate 
a reception area for the public, which 
should add to the professional appeal 
of the campus-rUD gallery, according 
to Suhre. There will also be an 
auditorium nearby for University 
presentations. Though the auditorium 
will not be a part of the gallery, visitors 
may have the opportunity to attend 
other shows when they visit. This 
alternate attraction may serve to 
increa<;e traffic and interest in the new 
location. 
According to Suhre. there ar-e two 
other significant improvements in the 
new location. Though they will not be 
readi ly appar-ent to the public, both 
will improve the efficiency and daily 
management of the gallery. One 
feature is secure storage space, 
allowing exhibits in transition to be 
kept safe and out of the public spaces . 
The other is an acce_ ible loading 
dock. 
.<t'e G A LLERY, pnge3 
Jesse Gaterl TI~' C/l,.,"['111 
Adam Schwadron, Senior/Policial Science, puts his muscle 
into his pumkin throw last Wednesday at the University 
Program Board's Pumpkin Throwing contest . 
And now for something 
completely different 
"Immanuel Kant was a real pissant ... " Eric Idle sings as he periorms the "Bruces" sketch 
Friday at the Blanche M. Touhill Periorming Arts Center. 
1ge 2 
Thru March 
Woodcock Museum 
"Image and Imagination: An of me 
American WtsC virtual exhibit is 
open nline at http://woodcockmuse-
wn.umsl.edu. Featured is paintings 
and sculptures from the pelmanent 
collections of the Woodcock 
Museum ~U1d the Mercantile Library 
at UM-St. Louis. 
Thru Nov. 18 
Public Policy Research 
"The Price of Progress: The Page 
Avenue Extension." photogra[ hs by 
Michael Miles open. on Sept. 17. 
The open.i ng rec prion will be held 
[TOm noon to I p.m. on Sept. 17 in 
the Public Policy Research Gallery. 
362 SSB. This event is free. 
Mon 10 
Monday Noon Series 
;'Dugout Cmoes on the MissOLu1 
. River: In the Wake of Lewis and 
Clark ' is the title of the Monday 
Noon Serie~ Jim Wilson. De Lee 
professor of experiential and t~unily 
education at UM-St. Louis, describes 
how dugout canoes are constructed 
by hollowing out giant logs with tra-
ditional tools. The program is from 
12: j 5 to 1:1 5 p.rn. in room 229 of the 
J.e. Penney Confe nee Center. 111e 
Monday Noon S ries is sponsored 
by the Center for Humanities at UM-
St. Louis. 
Mon 10 (cant.} 
Chemistry and 
Biochemistry colloquia 
"Epitaxial Electrodeposition of Metal 
Oxide Nanostructw-es" is the title of 
the colloquia today. The event is from 
4 p.m. to 5 p.rn. in room 45 j Benton 
Hall The seminar is presented by Jay 
A Switzer from UM-Rolla For more 
info .. call 516-53.3-+. 
10 
Music department 
Premiere Performanc - Ravia Varani 
is from 8 p.rn. to 10 p.m. at the Sheldon 
Concert Hall. The event is free ,md 
open to the public. For more info .. call 
516-5776 or 516-5980. 
Tues 11 
Career Services 
An intelviev,. ing te tlllique workshop 
is from 4 p.m. to 5 p.lTL in room 278 
MSC. Su ce ful imervie".:s take 
prep~u<1.tion and work. Poli:h interview-
ing skills in this free workshop. The 
workshop is open to studell~ . 
Advanced registration is required: call 
516-51 j j or em 11 at 278 MSC. 
11 
Bible study 
Cluist Cluis ti~lll Center is holding a 
Bible study at 7:30 p.m. at Emb' 'sy 
Suites Hotel (Inter. 70 & LindbeI't1h ). 
(3 14) 739-8929. 
The Campus Cr 
Thl'.f/dlml'il/g crimil/al iI/dc/ems were report-
ed [(I Iii,' Ul1il'~rlif\' IIi' Mi.'.'·(JlIl'i - Sr. L(luis 
P,,/il't,.' Deparrml!nr during fhe fall ht!nl 'l~eH 
Ocro/>('/' 25 am1 DL'wbe/' 31. If rl'{ld .. /'s hW'e 
ill/onlllllicm liraT t '(mId ass;slrhe poUr'£, inn's-
I;~iI/((JI/ . Illl'Y (/1"(1 tlnwti (0 ("ttll 5/6-5/55. 
Cam/IIi." po/h't' as tJ pub/it, \en ·it'e {(I prVIlItJ/t' 
all an'IIt'.'·S I'J'IIl'ities rhis informari"". 
Rt'J1u'mht.T-, ',ime pre\'emion il II t:Dl111JHltlit\' 
r(Jii/'l. 
November 4 . Steali ng under $500 
In 204 Soc ia l Science, Building. a computer 
hard dri \'e w;c, "olen from" compuler. 
Nuvem ber ~ - Drug \'iolation 
Uni \'e r,il~ ~k,ldlll\ s .·\ partmenh . a llldenl 
";1., r,'und t<l be in p",ses,ion of marijuana. 
Nowmbcr ~ . Slealing un der $500 
In the M illennium Slud nt Center Garage. a 
'ike Current 
Tues 11 (cont.) 
Career Services 
A resume \vriting skills workshop is 
from 11 a.m. to noon in room 278 of 
the MSC. The workshop is free and 
open to stlldents. Make a position first 
in1pression wii11 employers - polish 
your resume in this free workshop. 
Adv<mced registration is required; call 
51 6-511 1 or nroU in person at Career 
Sen ·ices. 
11 
Crusade foil' Christ 
A Bible study is Ii-om noon - 1:13 p.rn. 
in room 31 4 of the MSC. Join Campus 
Cru 'ade fix Guist for fellowship and 
pm. er. 
Wed 12 
Counseling Services 
A little mu ielY can belp you study bUI 
l(Xl much can hinder your perfor-
m,mce. Our Test Anxiety workshop 
can pro\-ide strategies for getting back 
on track and managing that anxiety. 
The \ oJi;shop i: from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
in 116 MSC. Call Counseling Sef\~ces 
to register at 5 l6-57l 1. 
Put it on the 
Board! 
Call 516-5 174 for details or 
email ClUTent@jim.umsl.edu 
• 1ne 
, tude nt reported Iheir parking pennil stolcn. 
:'\0\ emh r 5 - Stealing o, 'cr SSOO 
16~ ~uf'>ing Adrnini"r:llion BuilJing . a d igi· 
I,l l .:amcl1! \\ ilh batt rie' and 111 ' mllry ·tic·1; 
wa!!. .... tl11~11 from an office. 
:'\o;ern bc r 5 - Stealing under 500 
A .Lodent reported siulen LJm\'cf'>ity ley ' . 
Thur 13 
International Business 
The Saint Louis World Trade Club and 
the International Business Club is host-
ing a seminar from j p.m. to 5 p.m. in 
CentW'y Room C. The Bioterrorism Act 
of 2002 will have a significant impact 
on in1porters, consumers, transportation 
associations, state associations and 
embassies. Leam about this law and its 
impact. This event is free for mc mem-
bers, and is $35 for nonmembers. 
Contact Scott at swbbw3@student-
mail.umsl.edu for more information. 
Th 13 
Diversity in America 
"Diversity m America: Interactive 
Workshop" is from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.rn. 
in Clark Hall 100. A panel of stlldents 
discuss meir expeliences in the study 
abroad program. Feel free to bring a 
lunch. The workshop is presented by 
the Office of Multicultural 
Relations! Academic Affairs and me 
Center for Imemational Studies. 
Mon 17 
Chemistry and 
I Biochemistry colloquia 
"Sequence Selectivity and Degenerdcy 
in a DNA Binding Enzyme" is the title 
of the colloquia today. The event is 
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 451 
Benton Hall. 
Nonrnber 5 - Property damage!Slealing 
over $500 
Parking JOl 1\1, " \ictim laking the CPS e~am 
had her vehick brOKen infO and her purse 
\\lith ( \-'!ltents stolen. 
No\-ember 5 - Stealing o\'er $500 
Near Bem n Hall. a bl 'k male subject 
a pproach~d the victim. then took her purse 
:uJd ran away. 
Mon '17 (cont.) 
Career Services 
An interviewing techniques workshop 
is from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in room 278 
MSC. Successful interviews take 
preparation and work. Polish inter-
viewing skills in this free workshop. 
The workshop is open to students. 
Advanced registration is required: call 
516-5111 or emoil at 278 MSC. 
17 
Monday Noon Series 
;'Reconnecting St. Louisans to the 
River - An Illustrated Talk' is me title 
of the Monday Noon Series. Andrew 
Hurley, pmfessor of History at UNI-
St Louis, describes recent initiatives 
in public history that focus on St. 
Louisans' bond \vith the Mississippi 
River. Hurley is the aumor of 
Con llnon Fields: An Em'ironnzental 
Histor\' of SI. LOllis. The program is 
from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. in room 229 
of the J.e. Penney Conference Center. 
The Monday Noon Series is spon-
sored by the Center for Humanities at I 
UM-St. Louis. 
1Ues 18 
Counseling Services 
A Memory Enhancement workshop 
is fLDm 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in 126 
MSC. The workshop is free and open 
to UNlSL students only. For lnore I 
info .. call Counseling Services at 516-
571L 
No\'cmber 8 - Assault in the third degree 
At 837 Uni\'crsity Meadows Apamue,nl. J 
PJl1y lumed into a minor disturbance. a ll 
unknow n pe rSOn struck the victim in the face. 
The victim was nOI a slUdent of U 'I-St. Louis 
and did not wish to prosecute. 
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Percussion Ensemble keeps the beat 
Jesse Gater! n", Gillwllf 
The University of Missouri-St Louis Percussion Ensemble under Director Matt Henry performed last Thursday night in the PAC's Lee 
Auditorium. 
B UDIGET, from page 1 
"I know there are people who do 
not use the services that they are pay-
ing for, but I think that some of that has 
to do with the fact that many people 
W EST FALL, fi-om page 1 
UM-St. Louis dedicated land 
along the highway for the park and 
w. -g![atl, <greed to realign the high-
"way and build a road to acce s tb<lt 
area , "Buzz was very supportive and 
committed to building a new road so 
don't know exactly what the groups 
offer." 
SGA began reviewing some of the 
proposals on Oct. 10 and will further 
our park could become a reality:' said 
Van Uum, 
Westfall recognized that the coun-
ty was connected to the rest of the 
region and he changed the office of 
county executive. "When Buzz ftrst 
review them on Nov. 21, where the 
increase, can be approved, rejected or 
modified. The budget then moves on 
to a Faculty Senate committee before 
started acting in a regional maru1er. 
we weren't," Van Uum said, "His pre-
dee~sor was not a regionalist, so that 
was a departure from the way the 
county had positioned i~ elf in previ-
ous administrations." 
going (0 the hancellor for approval. 
Finally, the Board of Curator, decide 
whether to implement the changes in 
Janumy 200t 
Since Westfall';;: death . county 
councilman Charlie Dooley had heen 
acting a~ county executive. On ov, 
-l, Il l.' wa" selected [0 ~(' rve the 
remaining year of W 5tfall's term 
until next y ar' elections, 
GALLERY, from page 1 
Moving installations in and out of 
a gallery can wear on both artwork 
and employees, and Gallery 21O 's cur-
rent location makes atranging exhibi ts 
pat'ticularly difficult. "At my age, 
that's not as fun as it used to be," said 
Suhre, adding that the move was long 
overdue, 
Julie Berkbuegler, junior, graphic 
design, has worked at Gallery 210 for 
the last tlu'ee yeats. She also believes 
that the move is a good idea. Although 
she has seen at1 increase in visitors 
since she came to work at the gallery, 
she thinks that the new location will 
be more popular, especially due to its 
accessibility and proximity to the 
MetroLink. 
"Usually on Fridays, it's just 
dead," said Berkbucgler. "Saturdays, 
there might be one person. I think the 
move will bring more people, They 
usually have a hard time fmding this 
space." UnfOltwlately for her, one fea-
Page ~ 
ture that she enjoys will no longer b( 
patt of the gallery's operations, "I lik( 
the time between the shows, in the of 
time when we ate setting up," sht 
said. "TI1ere at'e a few of us who wad 
here, and it's all girls, so we have [ 
chance to chat." Still, she prefers the 
proposed Gallery setup to the cUITen' 
one. 
Although GallelY 210 was namec 
for its location, room 210 of Luca~ 
Hall, the name will persist despite the 
move, no matter which room numbel 
is assigned. "We' re keeping the 
natne," said Suhre. "It's a brand name, 
and people who have visited Gallery 
210 over the yeat·s have come to asso-
ciate that nan1e with contemporary 
an," 
Gallery 210 '8 current exhibit, 
"MiImie Evans: Dreams in Color," 
runs until Dec, 6 and will be the last 
show in Lucas Hall. 
***WANTED*** 
1 Zookeeper and 12 Gorillas 
Full- t ime/ part-time workers needed 
for grassroots marketing campaign in 
one of America's fastest growing 
f ranchises. Evening and daytime 
hours. Must be personable, outgoing 
and have a flare for the outrageous. 
Marketing internships welcome. Earn 
money and have fun at the same 
t ime. Close to UM-St. Louis. 
Call David at (314) 423-4529. 
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.JASON GRANGER 
NIC HOLE L ECLAIR 
S T A NFORD GRIFFITH 
KATE DROLET 
BEC KY ROSNER 
C ASEY SCHACHER 
"Our Opinion" reflects 
the majority opinion 
of the Editorial Board. 
M AIL 
The Current 
388 Millennium Student Center 
8001 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
FAX 
(314) 516-6811 
E-MAIL 
current@jim.ums].edu 
Letters to the editor should be 
brief, and those not exceeding 200 
words will be given preference. 
We edit letters for clarity and 
length, not for dialect, correct-
ness, intent or grammar. All letters 
must be signed and must include 
a daytime phone number. Students 
must include their 
student ID numbers. 
Faculty and staff must include 
their title(s) and department(s). 
Editor -in·chief reserves the right 
to respond to letters. The Current 
reserves the right to deny letters. 
t(.e vin ottleY 
bY ,.f( Photographer , 
sta)J 
Chartwells food service 
lacking in students' eyes 
"What do you think of v,'hen you 
hear 'Chartwells' ').. A surveyor 
recently asked this of customers in 
The Nosh. A chorus of "too expen-
sive," "low quality" and "not enough 
selection" \'ias heard from several 
tables. 
Three years ago. ChartweJis 
Dining Services offered a decent food 
service. l.IM-St. LOLlis students had 
several meal options that vmied 
throughout the week. The service and 
quality of food have sigrLificantly 
declined each year. leaving those who 
eat on campus with a minimal selec-
tion. 
Chmtwells. which is only 
open Monday through 
Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 
7:30 p.m .. and Friday from 
7:30 a,m. until 2 p.m .. con-
tinues to cut its availability. as 
well as its variety. 
Breakfast is sen 'ed from 7:30 
a.m. to 11 a.m., the Fre h 
Glille is closed. From II 
a.m. until 2 p.m .. all nine 
food stations are open. 
After 2 p.m .. thG,e eating in 
The Nosh have a smaller 
selection. The Markel 
Carvery, Panini and 
the salad ·tation 
close, leaving a 
choice of fried 
food from the 
grill. cold sand-
wiches and the 
remainder of the 
day's soup . The 
salad bar is shut 
down, and the left-
over vegetable are 
box d up and sold. 
All of the boxed 
salads are uniform, 
containing lettuce, 
occa~ionally an 
assortment of veg-
etables and bacon bits. Vegetarians. 
veg,ms and students who av id pork 
product1 ancVor high- odium foods 
are not taken into consideration. 
The price of food has gone up as 
welL Students are not infonned when 
these changes occur, and many do not 
realize how expensive their meal is 
until they are standing at the cashier. 
Though its price remains the same. 
pizza, which used to come in qum'-
ters , is now served in smaller slices. 
Chartwclls also maintains a small-
er staff in the evening. Customers are 
often forced to wait in long lines at 
the counter and cashier. When staff 
members do not show up for work, 
the evening cashier ends up serving 
food in addition to performing regular 
duties, causing students to w'ait even 
longer. The current staff has received 
praise for being fliendly and helpful, 
, and it is unfair to criticize their 
efforts. People who are hungry and 
overcharged tend to blame the visible 
representatives. The problem lies in 
the hours and prices. 
\Veekend food is a service that 
Chart'wells does not offer. While l1-.1-
St. Louis is primarily a commuter 
institution, 33-+ students live in the 
rc~idellce halls. and sevcral hundred 
more reside in the University 
Meadows apartments. Many of these 
students do not 0\,\;1 , 'ehicles and lack 
the finances to go out to eat on week-
ends. These students are left without 
food from 2 p.m. on Fliday until 7:30 
a.m. on Monday, a total of 65 hours 
and 30 minutes, Residents are 
required to purchase a $650 
meal plan each 
semester. but 
can only use 
it during the 
business 
w'eek. The U-
offers basic 
food and 
hygiene 
neces~ ities . 
It is only 
open on 
week-
da ys 
a well. 
Rarely is this food "'ser-
vice" convenient to studenrs. 
UM-St. Louis has a contrdct with 
Chartwells. and the dining 'ervice 
seems to treat that obligation as an 
excuse to raise prices md lower qual-
iry. 
Wnat happened to food service at 
UM-St. Loui,') The University needs 
to examine its hiring options when 
the contract expires . Chartwe lls 
should also examine the quality of 
their business to students, faculty and 
staff if it would like to remain a sig-
nificant contender for the next con-
U·act. While the staff works hard to 
assist students and answer com-
plaints, the logistics make excellent 
service a nearly impossible task. The 
entire program needs to be reevaluat-
ed to take customer concerns into 
consideration. Stomachs do not just 
rumble from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on busi-
ness days. 
The issue 
Chartwells service 
and selection have 
gone down in 
recent years. Many 
people are com-
plaining about a 
lack of selection 
and that no food is 
served on the 
weekends. 
We suggest 
Chartwells is the 
only outlet for stu-
dents to eat on 
campus other than 
vending machines. 
They need to 
respond to the 
wishes of their cus-
tamers. 
So what do you think? 
Tel[ us what you think! Drop us 
a line at the office, 388 tIDe, 
or online at our Web site 
www.thecurrentonline.com. 
How do you feel about the 
topics we've written about? 
• Chartwells selection 
• Cold and flu blues 
• 
You can make your voice 
heard in a variety of ways! 
• Submit a Letter to the Editor 
• Write a Guest Commentary 
• Visit the Online Forums at 
TheCurrentOnline.com 
What were pilgril1lS 
before tbey immigrat-
ed over bere'? • 
Tom Sherman 
Junior, 
Communications 
----,,----
English people from the 
Church of England. 
Sophomore, 
Mass Communications 
---,,----
They were Europeans escaping 
the injustice of the King. 
" 
----,,----
The boss is sick 
Okay, I want to make one thing 
abundantly clear right now: I am one 
very sick puppy. I have bronchitis, 
and I feel like I have been lUll over by 
a fl eet of dump trucks. I carrnot stop 
coughing. and I have a nifty fever. 
Hooray! Don't you just love cold and 
flu season'? 
So ordinmily. I write about some-
tiling that is botheling me, something 
that has been on my mind. but since 
my brain is cunently 
fried, I cannot really 
think of anything at all 
to write about. So if 
tbis column rums out to 
be nonsensical ram-
blings. forgive me. 
\ 
Drolet. Mike Shef'vin, Casey 
Schacher. ."uny Gonwa. Melissa 
McCrm'Y and the adviser of this 
paper, Judi Linville) went to Dallas 
for a journalism conference. Did you 
know that November can be down-
right cold in Dallas'? Neither did 1. 
Live and learn. But you see. not only 
was it cold, but it was raining. and we ! 
did a lot of walking in that weather. 
So now here I am .. .I sound like a 
freakingTB. ward. And 
I feel like Nagasaki. 
\Vow, I just now real-
ized the above words 
mean absolutely noth-
ing . ... I feel like I am 
writing my own 
Seinfeld episode. That 
is kinda cooL 
Anyway, I would 
like to sav that I am 
very proud of my staff • 
for the way they 
behaved down in "Big 
This all started to 
come on me Saturday 
night after my girl-
fiiend left. I got that 
familiar little tingle in 
the back of my throat. 
Uh oh: ... Then I start-
ed to cough, a little bit 
at first, and I thought 
maybe I would just 
escape with a cold or. 
.JASON GRANGER D." TIley were like lit-
Editol'-in-Cbiej tle angels down 
there. ' ,(Did I just say 
little angels ') Forget 
at most. a mild case of the flu. It was 
not to be. I woke up today (Sunday) 
coughing and coughing and cough-
ing. And then some more coughing. 
Since then. it has been a somc,-\'hat 
consistent state for me, Now my ribs 
and sternum have staI1ed to hurt from 
the coughing ... anyone want to trade 
bodies with me for a few days') No') 
Did not think so. 
So why did I get sick? Well. Last 
Wednesday. some of the members of 
tltis staff (myself. Nichole LeClair. 
Mindaugas Adamonis. Anne Bauer. 
Stanford Griffith. Becky Roser, Kate 
that.) There were no incidents that 
could be blamed on us. and I th.ink 
everyone had a good time. In the 
future issues of this newspaper. you 
will hopefully see some of the things 
we leml1ed down in Texas put to use. 
New design concepts. better copy 
editing, different angles on stories 
and much more will be making 
appearances in the grand design of 
TIle Cunellf. 
Come to think of it. I should have 
wrinen this whole column about that 
last paragraph. Oh well. I feel too 
cruddy to go back and rewrite this. 
Uncensored Coverage 
Tltis week. part of The Current's 
staff. including myself, attended a 
national joumalism conference III 
Dallas . 
Beyond the obvious benefits of 
learning which of our editors wears 
pink fuzzy pig slippers. and the most 
expedient methods for mortifying our 
advi or in public. I think we were 
made aware of our enviable position 
as college journalists here at lTN1-Sr. 
Loui ' . 
Of tile most revealing things I 
learned WaS tbat our humble paper 
offers. an uJJusual amount of fretUlom 
to W ' \ 'riters. as well as the rare 
opponunity to develop a diverse staff. 
Though I have always 
believed that these 
were two of our great-
est assets, I know now 
that I took them for 
granted. 
unfortunate, Because UM-St. Louis 
does not have a journali~m program. 
The Clirrellf staff is made up of stu-
dents pursuing a variety of majors. 
Rather than deu'acting from the quali-
ty of reporting. I feel this adds a 
greater scope of experience. Though 
we surely spend more time training 
our staff to follow con'eet style and 
procedures. we are able to hire from a , 
wide pool of applicants. To nlUne only 
a few. we currently employ- art histo-
ry, mass communication. anthropolo-
gy. philosophy. blJ~in d ca-
tio.I1 ,ma:i~a . .often, Wit et.re.€wn~~ 
members to try "Out position 
[han those they were bire for. 
Occasionally, our pho- " 
tographers ""lite 3lti-
cles, om writers work 
on layout and design 
and our cartoonists 
write music reviews. 
This flexibility and 
experimentation j 
allows us to function 
as a tlUe learning envi-
ronment. 
In my own unsci-
entific poll , I asked as 
many studem journal-
ists as possible about 
how their papers were 
run. The majority told 
me that they were 
often censored by 
ad visors or admirLis-
trators, sometimes to 
the point of adopting 
an official clause that 
content would be 
NICHOLE LECLAIR 
I have often beard 
complaints that The 
Current is a homoge-
nous group, made -up • 
of like-minded people 
with similar back-
grounds and intemsts. 
Managing Editor 
reviewed prior to 
printing. Also, many schools required 
that staff writers be admitted to their 
journalism program or that writers 
make submissions to the newspaper 
via class assignments. Again, instruc-
tors would have veto power over pub-
lished articles. 
Though these practices may ini-
tially improve the quality of writing, 
such a degree of censorship and 
exclusion ultimately nmTOWS the 
scope of a student newspaper. Those 
insuuctors charged with reviewing 
articles may be blamed for content 
that sheds unfavorable light on cam-
pus issues or faculty. This may keep 
them from running pieces that the 
canlpus community might feel are 
important. Here at The Current, our 
advisor works to ensure that we are 
accurate and fair. However, we have 
autonomy in what we print, and take 
full responsibility for our content. 
I also feel that the practice of lim-
iting staff to joumalism students is 
Noah Botkin 
Junior, 
Finance 
---- " ----' 
They were farmers looking for 
religiOUS freedom. 
" 
On one hand, it always 
makes me laugh. .on 
the other, I feel it is unfortunate and I 
want to bring those people to Qur 1 
office and inn'oduce each of our W0n-
derfully distinct staff members. 
Though we are not nearly as diverse 
as we would like (we can only hire 
people who apply, after all), we are 
hippies, anarchists, democrats and 
republicans ; we call America, China, , 
Africa, Lithuania, and other countries 
our home; we count pagan, Jewish, 
Christian, and other religions among 
our belief systems and we are of a 
variety of ethnic and socio-economic 
backgrounds. 
I believe that the freedom we 
enjoy here at The Current helps us to 
serve you, our readers, better. Without 
the constraints imposed on many 
other papers, we are willing and able 
to make changes in our policies and 
coverage. We hope you wi] I take 
advantage of that, whether though 
suggestions or by joining our staff. 
You are always welcome. 
Tim Doering 
Junior, 
Communications 
----,,----
They were people being reli-
giously persecuted in England 
so they came looking for a 
fresh start. 
" 
oI . 
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becoming resistant 
Dear readers, due to an unfortunate upper respiratory infection, "The BI 
Album that You've never heard" column will not be shown this week. Plec 
accept my deepest apologies and also the apologies of my immune system 
promise the collillli1 will make a return next week. Look for either Billy Joel 
Barry McGuire. It is very exciting, no? 
The unexoectdl 
Westfall 
something 
ing-the spread 
germs. 
Westfall to an Wec-
MaUll 'V lPl,Ul'~U~ aureus, a bac-
called "staph" and 
food-borne illness, 
il!J:'LU\)!l apparently could 
by antibiotics. 
was a resistant strain or 
1I111:LmJLl treated too late, it 
changes in what were 
treated infections. 
generations, p~ple in 
have grown up with the 
infection is a treatable 
noi'SOIuetlUIl!:>: life-tlu·eatening. 
go back to your grandpar-
~~~~rot';A~ and earlier, you will 
the death of an apparently 
middle-aged man like 
' ''- _"£_",,,-_.- infection was not rare. 
infection was once a 
"~rn~m thing. 
changed that picture, 
. years of comfort about treat-
we discovered that 
was at work. \Ve were 
for antibiotic-resistant 
Despite warnings about 
or misuse of antibiotics, 
resis nl strains of staphylococcus 
were increasingly found in 
llU~;Ul""". Since hospitals are the site 
most antibiotic use and of most 
being treated, it is no surprise 
would harbor the most resis-
. . 
• I 
r • 
tant germs. As one antibiotic after 
another became ineffective against 
resistant microbes, we finally came 
down to a last-defense antibiotic with 
few, if any, new options on the hori-
zon. 
When a strain of staphylococcus 
aureus resistant to vancomycin, one 
of the last-resort antibiotics, was dis-
covered in a hospital, it was clear that 
the supergerm had alTived. Recently, 
repOits of occurrences outside of hos-
pitals have cropped up. 
It is unknown how Westfall con-
tracted his case of infection , but 
healthcare workers and cortisone 
shots have been linked to staph infec-
tions before. The disturbing thing 
about staph is how common it is. 
Usually, it is benign, as it lives on 
your skin or in your nose. However, 
this round, yellow Gram-positive 
bacterium is also the gern1 responsi-
ble for food poisoning, as well as 
infections, once it finds its way into 
the body through a cut or wound. 
Back in the pre-WWIl days, the 
tool against infection was cleanliness. 
While medicine did have sulfa drugs 
shortly before antibiotics, for most of 
history, avoiding infection wa~ the 
best way to survive it. Wounds were 
as deadly due to infection as they 
were to the injury itself. Discoveries 
about infection and microbes in the 
18008 gave rise to the hygiene move-
ment of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The empbasis on hand 
washing, sterilization of sUlfaces and 
tools, and antiseptics (used on people) 
and disinfectants (used on objects and 
surfaces) generally did much to cut 
down the toll of microbes. 
That is why your granny seemed 
so fixated on washing hands and 
scrubbing everything. The funny 
thing is that, as antibiotics made 
everyone feel safer about infection, 
the emphasis on cleanliness dropped. 
A number of recent studies have 
shown lax hand washing and steril-
ization anlong healthcare profession-
als, even doctors, who have become 
as relaxed about this as anyone in this 
generation so far removed from 
memories of deadly infection. This 
could become a serious health matter 
because while there will be more 
resistant microbes, it is not clear how 
Do you haye 
some"*hina on 
your mind? Is 
we will cope with this problem. 
Unlike AIDS and healt research, 
tbe goverrunent does not generally 
fund research into new antibiotics or 
into new ways to stop infection. TIle 
assumption is that drug companies 
will develop these new drugs because 
it would be profitable for them to do 
so. This approach worked well up to 
20 years ago, when business models 
statted to change, demanding a quick-
er return on investments and more 
certain profitability. The search for 
new antibiotics is more diffIcult and 
costly now and the basic research to 
fmd a new approach, like any basic 
research, is open-ended and has no 
defmite time frame or guarantee of 
success. So drug companies are fore-
going this researcb in favor of the 
sure-thing profitability of developing 
variations of other existing drugs. 
This ensures their profits, which is 
what all businesses are about, but 
leaves the general health at Lisko 
Eitber an incentive needs to be added 
or tlle govemment needs to step in, 
but this problem needs to be 
addressed with the same commitment 
as diabetes, beart disease and other 
health risks. 
While we all might encourage this 
research and pressure local govern-
ment to ensure cleanliness in health 
care workers and hospitals, you can 
also take your own precautions. This 
does not mean running around spray-
ing things with Lysol or carrying 
hand sanitizer everywhere, but using 
old-fashioned granny sense about 
exposure to microbes. Frequent hand 
washing, washing cuts immediately, 
careful food preparation, being aware 
of the chance of transferring germs to 
or from yourself when you touch your 
nose or moutb can cut down on your 
exposure to microbes. Plain old soap 
and water are still surprisingly effec-
tive, even against resistant gem1s, a'l 
are many of the old steps. 
There is no guarantee that we will 
be able to replace the antibiotics of 
old. but not doing the research makes 
no practical sense . Among the ideas 
that have been suggested is engineer-
ing milder strains to out -compete the 
dangerous strains. To do nothing 
leaves us all at risk of returning to the 
dangers of another cemury. 
Signed, 
Jason Granger, editor-ill-chief 
What do the readers think: 
Results from the weekly web poll: 
Yes • 22% (2 votes) 
No -----------... ~33% (3 votes) 
Undecided • 11 % (1 vote) 
What race relations forum~ • 33% (3 vote) 
Results via www.rhecurrenlonline.com *www,thecurrentonline.com does not limit votes per 
person and the poll is flot a scientific sampling. 
some"*hina 
bo"*herina you? 
Does some"*hina 
irri"*a"*e you1 
Then write a letter to the editor of 
The Current. Send it to 
current@jinx.umsl.edu, or you can 
drop it by the office at 388 MSC. 
Letters aoo words and under are 
pre~ rred. 
www.thecurrentonlne.com 
The Current and Student Government Association 
cordially invite you to attend: 
" of Color " 
This open forum will be moderated by 
Dr. Sheila Clarke-Ekong. Come to Century Room C 
of the MSC Nov. 11th at 1 p.m. 
KATE DROLET 
Featu res Editor 
phone: 516-4886 
fax : 516-6811 
ending a 
and thru 
ommunity 
B Y KATE DROLET 
Features Editor 
Between the constant mental 
acrobatics of balancing school, 
work and social involvement, 
slUdents may not realize the 
importance of adding volunteer 
w rk to the mix. Community 
service can significantly enrich 
a community. Here are a few 
suggestions on how to fit volun-
leering into a busy schedule . 
United Way-St. Louis Cares 
is a volunteer organization that 
c ordinate s community service 
activities . To Join, individuals 
must go through a short training 
sess ion. The session informs 
potential members about the 
organization, its acti vi ties. goals 
and involvement in the St. Louis 
area. 
Laurie Bainter, sophomore, 
business, got involved with the 
program through the Pierre 
'Laclede Honors College Cities 
and Good Lives class . 
see VOLUNTEERING,. page 7 
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Andrea Slixer expresses view on trans-gender issue,s 
BY GARY S O HN 
Swff U"ritel" 
Students may have nOliced 
Andrea Blixer on campus. Thi, junior 
attends UM-St. Lou i:"> mid is e king a 
bachelor' s degree in bu 'iness admin-
istration. One feature of Blixer makes 
her a di ,·er..,e component of the 
University. Btix r is trans-gendered . 
Contrary to the notion that he is a 
transv stit~ . Blixe r xplained that she 
was tram-gendered. someone born 
with a ma!e~ body ~1Jld a rennie mind. 
According t Bl ixer. transvestites 
only dress in opposile-sex clothing 
pan-time. whe reas those who m'e 
trans-gendered practice the hfes tyle 
all the time. 
"A trans-gender p rson is a erson 
who fe els like a woman , in inside and 
mind. and has a need for medic:!l ser-
vice such as hOIl110nes:' she said. 
"The reason why I bt:cmne a 1I~U1S­
gender wa: because I have J female 
mind inside a male 's body." 
Becau. e B li xer"s overall appear-
ance is no ticeably diffe rent than that 
of most sludents . she said that a 
mujority of student. r.ake an anti-
social appro:1ch lO her. 
few ha\'e harassed me while 
walking through the halls on campus. 
T hey will say goof . silly things and 
laugh :1t me They say thing like 
'queer" <md ·faggot.·· · she said. 
Blixe r said lh at she endures 
harassment in her daily life. Many of 
the incidents occur on CilY buse' and 
train:. She said that those taunting her 
are generally young men \Vho harass 
or look differently at her. 
Despite the social discrimination 
that Blixe r faces. UiV:!-St. Louis facul-
ty treats her like any other student. 
Nanc_ Boekhnker is Bhxer 's College 
of Bus ine -s Administration advisor. 
"She '~ a dedicated student in spite 
of all the harassments. She's very 
determined to ge t the degree. I've 
seen her frustraled but she doesn·t let 
that stop het". I reany enjoy working 
--"--
All forms of d iscrimi-
nation are a result of 
ignorance due t o the 
lack of education 
and social under-
standing within our 
communities. 
- Andrea Blixer, junior, busi-
ness administ ration 
" --
with her. I have nothing but admira-
tion for Andrea." Boekhnker said. 
And Blixer doe: continue to seek 
her degree. She chose to attend UM-
St. LOll is because of the :1ffordability 
compm-ed to Washington University 
<Uld :.tint LOlli: Uniyer ity. 
"1 always had ml entrepreneurship 
abi lity and desir s. and I want to self-
Illak my own success and hopefully 
be self-employed, " Blixer said. ' "A lot 
of the business profe s rs are excel-
lent, sharing the ir success with 
younger people," ' he : aid. 
Blixer i:-- cu rrently working toward 
Looping the Loop -Hawk-style 
Skateboarding legend Tony Haw k circ les the fu ll-pipe during 
the Tony Hawk Boom-Boom Huck J am held Wednesday night at 
Savvis Center. The University Program Board offered discount-
ed tickets t o students. 
B Y STEV E SMITH 
Staff Wlriter 
What do a IO-page paper due U1 
less than 24 hours , a midtenll stu1ing 
in 2 hours and a well-packed snowball 
punching into a person's inner ear at 
3S miles per hour have in common? 
All are abrupt and painful awakenings, 
and they all have a tendency to nigger 
a student's fight-Of-flight mechanism. 
Despite coffee, smoking and bathroom 
breaks, night is not a real option, and 
the fight response usually wins out. 
So where do students gear up for 
battle') Batman bad the bat cave and 
Elvis had Gracdand, but where do stu-
dents go to align their shakras, culti-
vate thei.r chi and steel themselves for 
academic battle? 
The answer for Ui'vI-St. Louis stu-
dents is the Millennium Student 
Center. \\'hen asked, many students 
agreed that certain criteria are neces-
sm)' for an effective sttldy spot. 
Requirements for an academic haven 
include a comfortable place to sit 
down and spread out the implements 
of academia. Access [0 coffee. pizza 
and other creattlre comforts provided 
by The Nosh makes the MSC an ideal 
place to study. 
Mindful of their breathing and 
drawing strength from the hanging 
sculpture resembling ttmlbling multi-
colored corn chips, students slumped 
in the vinyl MSC chairs agreed; the 
MSC is the next best thing to home. 
Nicki Neckennann, freshm,m, ele-
mentary education. said that when she 
was not in her room, the "quiet and 
comfortable" chairs on the second 
floor of the rotunda were her haunt of 
choice for the feeding of the intellect. 
Also located on the second floor of 
the MSC is the fireside lounge. Most 
of those who chose this quiet space 
said that they preferred to study alone. 
While the entire MSC proves very 
hospitable, The Nosh attracts students 
planning to study and socialize. \Vith 
an infonnal atmosphere and plenty of 
available snacks, study groups and 
social groups alike strop their intellec-
tual razors on the first floor of the 
MSC. 
A few altemative study . spots 
include the outside area between SSB 
and Clark Hall and secluded grassy 
knolls by Bugg Lake. The Thomas 
Jefferson Library is a traditional study 
spot for students seeking silence. 
Students wander to all corners of 
the campus to find their respective 
dens of solitude. As the end of the 
semester approaches, they will spend 
bours in these havens to don their 
armor and push on through another 
paper, another test and another semes-
ter. 
a business degree. She hopes to work 
in a financial service position for a 
commercial bank, an inves tment firm 
or an accounting company where she 
could do bookkeeping. She said 
wants tbe opportunity for success that 
other students have. 
"Many others who stay hidden 
because of fear of coming out," 
Blixer said. "They stay in their home s 
and don't come out. which results in 
Lhem not reaching their full career and 
personal potential."' 
Blixer is more than just trans-gen-
dered. She is thirty-one years old, a 
member of the Accounting Club and 
deals with many of the same issues 
that other students face. 
Campus restrooms have posed as a 
problem for Blixer. 
"\Vhen men see me in the 
restroom. they get freaked out and 
leave. TIley either come back in and 
~ay, 'Lady you ' re in the wrong 
restroom.' or they use the women's 
restroom by mistake." Blixer 
belie\"es that the University should 
designate a unisex or private bath-
room for people in her situation. By 
law. she is cUlTently required to use 
the men's room. 
For now. BILxer encourages stu-
dents to consider their judgments. 
"All people should respect and 
appreciate one another for what life 
is- wonderful," she said. " If a girl is 
ugly. you would never say that in 
public. Or say out loud that a guy is 
gay, pointing a finger. All forms of 
discriminations arc a result of igno-
rance due to the lack of education and 
social understanding within our com-
munities. 
Jason Granger! Tb CII/"'/If 
Andrea Blixer, junior, business administration, talks with a 
reporter on the MSC bridge Friday. 
Midsemester slump got you 
down? Here're a few tips 
BY STEFANIE TAYLOR 
'Ia.ff \'('riter 
"r feel unmotivated and fatigued ," 
'aid Jay Kanterman . junior. account-
ing. 
Kantennan 's sentiments are echoed 
all over UM-St. Louis can1pus as stu-
dent>; finish midtenl1 exarns and begin 
preparing for tinal exam, . 
·Aftermidlerm.. Ijustdon't see the 
point in trying to study ilTm not going 
to make an A:' said Kantem1an. 
Iv1.idterms serve as a pivotal point 
on the semester eesaw. 
Successful midteml exams may 
push students into feeling more 
confident tharl they should: unsuc-
cessful midterms may cause students 
to see their overall academic goals a~ 
unachievable. 
Nov. 17 is the last day to 
drop with a withdraw 
grade, and the pres-
sure is mounting 
for some. 
Students 
weigh the factors of grade point aver-
age, fmancial aid eligibility and antici-
pated graduation date. Final exam 
week is only five weeks away, but 
midterms have lC;ft some students feel-
ing unmotivated to attend class. com-
plete assignments or prepare for tests. 
'Tm tired. I've never had this much 
homework in college before. That's 
what drives me nuts," said Ross 
Koenig, jrrnior. economics. 
Faculty and staff are worn down as 
well. To combat this general feeling of 
an overwhelmed campus. Counseling 
Services is inviting students to visit the 
office and work out a plan. Combating 
stress can be a daunting task, especial-
ly when students may not have time to 
mal" a lifestyle change. 
According to Dr. Gloria Lubowitz. 
senior psychologist with UM-St. 
Lou i s 
habits and eating habits ." said 
Lubowitz. "Students start 'catatro-
phizing.· They see one failure and 
allow it to dominate their life." 
Lubowitz offers tips to studnts 
who may find themst:hes in a rid-
seme~ ter slump, "There are a few S!l1-
pk steps you can follow to e~:" .. 
you'll make it tiu'ough sane. Tak a 
break. make a plan 
and follow 
through," she 
said. 
LuboWM 
suggest3 
that Stl.-
dents se 
their task list a..~ I 
plan of simpl 
steps rather than . 
huge mountain a 
to-do's. 'Tim( 
management is , 
good way to ener· 
gize and regain 
focus. but plan 
time for your-
self. Go out 
with your friends, 
watch a movie, read a book, exercise 
or whatever you like to do," she said. 
Shannon Hoppe! 
Counseling Services, the key to stress 
relief is to see the big picture and to 
understand that goals are achieved 
through small steps. 
"Symptoms of stress can be identi-
fied through major changes in sleep 
For more tips on dealing with aca-
demic stress, visit Counseling Services 
at 126 Nlillennium Student Center or 
visit www.lID1Sl.eduiserviceslcounser. 
Amanda Schniedermeyerl The Curren! 
Students work in the Millennium Student Center. With cozy chairs, quiet study lounges and caf-
feinated drinks close at hand, the MSC tops many students' lists as a favorite study spot. 
.- , 
, 
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German· art takes over SLAM 
Photo courtesy Saint Louis Art Museum 
BY STEFANIE TAYLOR 
Staff W'riter 
The Saint Louis Art Museum has a 
potato house. German artist SigmaI' 
Polke titled his 1967 sculpture "Potato 
House," because at each cross of com-
mon lattice, a potato is attached. He 
used the symmetry of the lattice work 
and potatoes to symbolize the rigid 
sttucture of nonnalcy which prevailed 
in Gelmany after World War II. 
This sculpture and more than 40 
other pieces of 20th-century German 
art are on display at the Saint Louis Art 
Museunl's "Gennan Art Now" exhibi-
tion. The exhibition, which includes a 
complimentary audio explanation of 
several pieces, provides insight into 
the significant impact of German 
artists on the att world. 
"These artists began to play an 
impOltant role in German art in the 
1960s, addressing Gern1any's recent 
past and it~ artistic present," said exhi-
bition curator Cornelia Homburg. 
"They have drawn international atten-
tion and created a new image of 
Gelman art that has had far-reaching 
effects with significant implications 
for contemporary art around the world. 
The time is right to begin to evaluate 
their international impact." 
Gerhard Richter's painting, "Betty,'"is one piece featured in the 
"German Am Now" exhibit at the St. Louis Art Museum. The 
exhibit showcases 20th-century German art and includes a com-
plimentary ·audio explanation of several pieces. The exhibit will 
continue until Jan. 11. 
Several of the pieces feature a war 
theme, demonstrating how World War 
I and II affected the artistic scene in 
GelmatIY. Georg Baselitz's "Picture 
for the Fathers" features honifying 
VOLUlNirEERING, from page 6 
"I've been a member with United 
Way-St. Louis Cares for the past year. 
I think it's an excellent volunteer 
choice, particularly for college stu-
dents with busy schedules because it 
offers short telm opportunities instead 
of long telm commitments." 
Members receive a monthly 
newsletter from the organization, 
which lists voluuteer opportunities in 
various locations, 
"If you see something you want to 
do, you just sign up for it," said 
Bainter. 
Student organizations also present 
numerous community service possi-
bilities, Many organizations sponsor 
and attend events that benefit the 
University and the surrounding area. 
Just. O'~ttil1g involved can open doors to 
volun reerulg. 
UM-St. Louis is situated around 
Dec. 2, 3, & 4, 2003 
11 .a.m.-7 p.m. 
several trauma centers, day-care facili-
ties and public schools. Spending an 
hour each ,week at 
Center will sponsor activities and 
community service projects for stu-
dents, {aculty and 
staff to participate 
in. Some of these 
events include a 
Hunger Banquet, 
where the unfair 
division of wealth 
in the world is 
examined, and a 
one of these places 
will benefit the 
organization as 
well as the volun-
teer. 
"Students get 
so \\'Tapped up in 
their own lives , 
and they forget 
that others need 
help," said Lizzy 
Abraham. junior, 
psychology and 
communic ations, 
November is 
UM-St. Louis 
Service Month. 
--"--
Students get so 
w rapped up in their 
own lives, and they 
forget that others 
need help .•. 
- Lizzy Abraham, junior, 
psychology and 
communication 
-- ,,--
Habitat for 
Humanity day, 
where volwlteers 
will build a house 
for a family 111 
need. 
Throughout the nc:xt fe w "'ieeks. 
groups such as the Catholic Newman 
The week of 
Nov, 3 through 
Nov. 6 will focus 
on "Caring for Kjds: ' On Wednesday, 
No\,. 5, from 3 p.m. lmtil 6 p.m .. \'01-
I 0 ~-------.lq~Yf!lll1t 
(it tJ. BLANCHE M. TOUHILL 
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 
[ \ -RnA) . .IA~ 'LARY 10 
10A.M. · Evening College (8GS oniy) 
· Barnes College 01 Nursing and 
Health Studies 
College of Fine Arts & Communication 
· UMSUWU Joint Undergraduate 
Engineering Program 
· UM-Rolla Engineering Education Center 
Gerontology Masters Program 
· Masters in Public Policy Administration 
2 P. M. College of Arts and Sciences 
University Bookstore (~iSC) "t 1nAl~ JA T:-\.RY 11 
{purehas(' Ctlp and goWIJ and order announcement etc.l 2 P,M. College 01 Education 
Web sile: 'Ifo1/W.Uit\&l.edujeolM\alCemeol 6 P.M College of Business Administration 
, 
'. 
Photo courtesy Saint Louis Art Museum 
Andreas Gursky's photograph, "Library," is included in the "German Art Now" exhibit at t he St. 
Louis Art Museum. 
imagery of bloody and decaying flesh . 
Baselitz meant to imply that the previ-
ous generation was to blame for 
Gelmany's violent role in World War 
II. 
"Baselitz saw the results of the war 
and what the Nazi regime had done 
and what the people in Germany had 
done, and this picture really deals with 
that experience," said Hamberg. 
The theme of violence continues 
from canvas to canvas in the exhibi-
tion, using both abstraction and literal 
representation. Anselm Kiefer's 
"Burning Rods" refers to the cata-
strophic accident at the nuclear power 
unteers will work with Faith House, an 
organization that facilitates an after-
school program for underprivileged 
children. 
The week of Nov. 7 will have a 
"Building a Community" theme. TIle 
Habitat for Humanity project will take 
place on Friday, Nov. 7, from 8 a,m. 
wItil 3:30 p.m. 
Students can feed the hungry from 
Nov. 17 tluough Nov. 21 with 
Operation Food Search, a food pantry. 
Volunteers will box donated items for 
the organization. The Catholic 
Newman Center will host the Hunger 
Banquet on Thursday, Nov. :20 from 
noon until 1 p.m. 
For more information regarding the 
UM-St. Louis Month of Service. con-
tact Joe Flees at 516-4535 or visit the 
Student Life office, 
Smallpox 
Vaccine 
Study 
SAINT LOUIS 
UNIVERSITY 
Schoo] 
of 
/vl edic ine 
plant in Chemobyl. The center of the 
painting features 14 lead rods. The rest 
of the painting is a blurred mess of oil, 
aClylic, emulsion and shellac on can-
vas with broken ceramic, iron and cop-
per wire. The piece imbues a sense of 
profound loss and tragedy, 
Violence is not the only theme pre-
sent. Several pieces poke fun at 
American pop art, while other pieces 
simply reflect the artists ' stmggle with 
success. 
Brent Benjamin, director of the 
Saint Louis An Museum, said he is 
excited about the new exhibit. 
"In the 19605, a group of artists 
emerged on the art scene in Germany. 
They were aware of American [rends 
but developed their own language of 
content and form," said Benjamin, 
"Gelman Alt Now" is more than 
paintings, sculptures and photographs. 
The exhibit features Gemlan films, 
such as "\'lings of Desire," every 
Fliday night at 7 p.m. The museum 
also hosts 'gallelY talks and lectures 
discussing the insightful exhibition. 
Admission to the museum is free , 
but access to "Gelman Art Now" costs 
students $8. The exhibition will run 
until Jan. 11, 2004. For more informa-
tion, visit www.slam.arg. 
Alpha Xi D e lta 
OJ 
Monday Nov. 17th 
Friday Dec. 5th 
Boxes will be located throughout campus. 
You're needed for a 
study involving research 
smallpox vaccines. 
Background & rationale: 
Smallpox is a seriolls, contagiou:, and 
sometime: fatal infectious disease . There is no 
specific treatment for smallpox disea, e and the 
only prevention is vaccination . Saint LOll i: 
niversity researchers need your he lp to 
enhance the production of the current smallp )x 
vacclI1e. 
To qualify : 
You A1UST be 18-2.9 years of age and NEVER 
rece ived a smallpox vaccine. 
Key points: 
• YOU'LL receive a research smallpox vacci ne 
• YOU'LL be paid for time/travel: $.5(l/v i ~i t 
(12 l'isirs ;n 45 doys: 4 0p/Jroximately / hou,. 
alld 8 oppm.l.'il7lC1 te!:I' 30 mill.) 
For more information, 
please contact the 
Vaccine Center : 
314!!!977 -6333 
or 
866-410-6333 (toll free) 
vaccine@slu.cdu or http://mcdschuol.slu.cdll/vnccincl 
age 8 
GRETCHEN MOORE 
Interim Sports Editor 
phone: 516-5174 
fax: 516-6811 
\l ~ I • Questions 
. I' or 
Comments? 
Send me an e-mail: 
current@jinx.umsl.edu 
Check out the R-men 
and R-women sports at 
www.umsl-sports.com 
UPCOMING 
Women's 
Volleyball 
i;\, ~. - "" ~ is'''' I' ~Vrt . ~;,~," 
• GLVC tournament to be 
held at 
GLVC #1 seed 
timeTBA 
Ice Hockey 
• vs. Bradley at Peoria 
9:15 p.m. 
Nov~ 15 
• vs. Bradley at Peoria 
Sp.m 
Men's 
Basketball 
,_ '0\1" 15 
• at UM-Rolla 
7:30 p.m. 
Women's 
Basketball 
• at Lincoln 
3 p.m. 
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Riverwomen face undefeated 
Nor her Kentucky • Norse haven't lost 'a game since Oct. 1999 
BY GRETCHEN M OORE 
Stajl 'X'rite)' 
The UM-St. Louis Rivenvomen 
went up against St. Joseph's College 
for the first game of the Great Lakes 
, Valley Conference tournament. After a 
hard battle, the Rivenvomen pulled 
out a 2-1 victory to advance to the 
GL VC semifinals. 
The fIrst half was back and forth a 
lot with the clashing of two strong 
offenses and defenses. Then the 
Pumas bustcd through the 
Riverwomen defense as Olivia 
Klosterman blasted a ball into the cor-
ner to put St. Joseph up 12 minutes in. 
"We just coulcin't get it together. 
We were struggling to fmd a rhythm," 
said Coach Beth Goetz. "The goal by 
St. Joe's was really good. We just hung 
in and kept fighting. But we coulcin't 
quite get on top." 
The second halfstal1ed much as the 
first UM-St. Louis then changed the 
pace of the game and took control. 
Junior forward Sonya Hauan evened 
the score when she blasted the ball into 
the back of the open net having beaten 
the St. Joseph's sophomore goalie. 
"The goalie kept calling for the ball 
the entire game, and 1just took it away 
from her and shot a wide open goal. " 
Hauan said. "The second half was a lot 
better then the first It was kind of dis-
appointing because it ,vas our last 
home game, and II 'e didn't play velY 
well. We were luck;' to pull out a win." 
Hauan didn' t wait long to edge out 
another goal to put the Rivenvomen 
up 2-1. Two minutes later she receiwd 
a pass from senior midfielder Melissa 
Papa to score. 
"I recei ved the ball from Brandy 
[Lucero] and sent a through ball to 
Sonya who finished it," Papa said " It 
was totally amazing, e~'Pecially since it 
is my senior year. The second half we 
jllst came out with intensity and high 
pressure, which made it a succes ." 
The Riverwomen held on to the 
lead and claimed victmy once again 
over the Pumas to advance them to 
semi-finals. They will now travel to 
Northern Kentucky to face the Torse. 
Northern Kentucky has not lost a 
game since Oct. 9.1999, when SlU-E 
posted a 3-1 win over ]\'Ku. The 
Norse are seeking their sixth straight 
GL VC Tournament championship. 
NKU has never lost (14-0 all-time) in 
the GLVC Tournament. 
"We are not intimidated. It's going 
Riverwomen midfielder Sonya Hauan intercepts a pass to St. Joseph's defender Nicole Nowaczyk during the second half of play on 
Nov. 2. Hauan scored both goals in the Riverwomen's 2-1 victory, which advanced the team in the Great Lakes Valley Conference tour-
nament. The Riverwomen then faced the Northern Kentucky University Norse on Nov. 7 and suffered a 3-1 loss to the undefeated NKU, 
which ends Riverwomen post-season play. 
to be a really tough match against a 
quality team. But on any day a team i 
beatable so we 're going to bring our 
be -t cramc,-- Goetz said. 
--It is going to be an intense game 
with probably one goal. But we feel 
that we did well against the nationally 
ranked Linden.wood.: and a long as 
we po c' well . we will be good." 
Papa said. 
"We have played them onLe 
already so we 're not nervous. This is 
the year to beat them. I'm excited' " 
Hauan said. 
NKU is nm.\' 50-0-5 against GLVC ,. 
tearns during the past fo ur years. NKU ~ 
is currently ranked NO.3 in the NCAA ~ !. ... __ ..-."""" 
Division IT Great Lakes Region poll. ~ 
The top four t ams in the regional poll E 
C!l 
will advance to the CAA Division II il5 
Tournament in November. C!l ~ 
~ ~~--~----~~~--~~ 
LEFT: 
Forward 
Brandy Lucero 
moves the ball 
forward during 
the 
.. Riverwomen's· 
game Nov. 2 
against the St. 
Joseph's 
Pumas at the 
Don Dallas 
Memorial field. 
Although the 
Riverwomen 
were down 0-1 
at the half, 
they came 
back with two 
goals to defeat 
the Pumas. 
Volleyball splits matches 
during weekend series 
Lewis hands shutout 
'loss to Rivermen 
BY JUD DEIFENBACK 
Staff Writer 
Last weekend, the UM-St. Louis 
volleyball team split their matches on 
the road against Kentucky Wesleyan 
and Southern Indiana. 
On Friday, Oct. 31, the 
Riverwomen beat the Panthers of 
Kentucky Wesleyan 3-0 for the sec-
ond time this season, winning 30-16, 
30-27 and 30-16. UM-St. Louis dom-
inated the match by recording 49 kills 
and holding Kentucky Wesleyan to 
just 19 kills. By winning the match 
and with Saint Joseph losing later that 
night, the Riverwomen were able to 
secure a birth in the Great Lakes 
Valley Conference Tournament. 
On Saturday, Nov. 1, the 
Riverwomen followed up their win by 
succumbing to the Screaming Eagles 
of Southern Indiana 3-0, losing in 
games of 30-26, 30-25 and 30-21. 
The big difference in the match was 
the mistakes by the Riverwomen. 
UM-St. Louis had 24 hitting errors in 
the three games while Southern 
Indiana only had 16 errors. Even with 
all the errors, Head Coach Denise 
Silvester felt her team missed an 
opportunity to win the match. In par-
ticular, Silvester was velY impressed 
with the way her team served the ball. 
"We played velY aggressively against 
Southern Indiana. We were in a posi-
tion to win all three games. We 
passed serve very welL" she said. 
UM-St, Louis's overall record tlus 
year is 8-12, and they are 5-7 in the 
Great Lakes Valley Conference. 
Their regular season finales were 
played on the road at Wisconsin-
Parkside on Friday, Nov. 7, and at 
Lewis on Saturday, Nov. 8. 
In addition (0 being focused on the 
matches thi s weekend, an added 
bonus of the road trip is the opportu-
ruty for several of the players to see 
their families . "Our players from the 
Chicago area are looking forward to 
playing near home in front of their 
friends and family," assistant coach 
Erik Kaseorg said. 
In previewing the Lewis and 
Wisconsin-Parkside matches, 
Silvester knows that both teams will 
be tough to beat. "Lewis and Parkside 
are velY strong offensively, so we will 
need to serve aggressively and do a 
,. 
LEFT: 
Middle hitter 
Nikki Pagels 
leaps for a 
block during 
the game Oct. 
24 against St. 
Joseph's. The 
Riverwomen 
currently have 
an 8-14 record 
for the season. 
They are now 
gearing up for 
the GLVC tour-
nament, which 
begins next 
weekend, fac-
s: ing top seed 
~ and host 
g! Northern 
~ Kentucky on 
5' Thursday, 
November 13 
at 7:30 p.m. 
great job blocking at the net," she 
said. 
In practices the past week, the 
Rjverwomen have been focusing on 
their serves in order to succeed offen-
sively. "We have been working on 
giving our team more opportunities to 
tenninate the ball offensively. We 
have continued to work on our ball 
control and staying aggressive 
through the matches," she said. 
This weekend's results should give 
good insight into how the 
Riverwomen will fare in the upcom-
ing conference tournament. 
3-0 defeat to Flyers ends men's soccer season 
BY JUD DEIFENBACK 
Staff Writer 
On Sunday, Nov. 2, the UM-St. 
Louis men's soccer team ended their 
season on a disappointing note by los-
ing to Lewis University 3-0 in the 
quarterfinals of the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference Tournament. 
The Rivennen, a sixth seed, faced 
the strong third-
ers always looked positive, especially 
getting to the tournament," he said. 
Most importantly, King felt his 
team's heart and spirit were remark-
able throughout the season. "We never 
gave up all season: The attitude and 
character of this team really showed 
all year," he said. 
King is not alone in feeling proud 
of his players' efforts on the field. 
Many fans also felt that the team never 
gave up. Alina Carron, a senior, fol-
lowed the Rivennen 
seeded Lewis, a 
team that had beat-
en UM-St. Louis in 
four straight games. 
--"--
throughout the sea-
son. "I watched the 
team all year. It was 
really fun to be at 
the games during the 
season and see them 
Lewis continued 
. that streak on 
This is a young team, domi-
nated by sophomores. This 
was a growing year for us . 
Sunday and moved 
on to the semifinals 
of the conference 
What we need to do for next 
season is to find an offense get better. I'm pretty 
and put the ball in the net. excited about next 
year," she said. 
tournament. 
The Rivennen 
played well in the 
first half, holding 
the Flyers scoreless. 
_ Dan King, Rivermen head Looking forward 
coach to next season, King 
" 
But in the second half, Lewis scored 
two goals and then added a third as the 
Rivermen attempted to be more 
aggressive on the offensive side of the 
field, leaving them vulnerable defen-
sively. 
Coach Dan King had many 
thoughts on the Lewis game and the 
season as well. "In the Lewis game, it 
was the same theme that recurred 
throughout the year. We didn't gener-
ate enough ~coring chances to win," 
he said. 
. Although disappointed with the 
results, Coach King was very proud of 
the resilience that this young team 
showed throughout the season. "I 
thought we stayed focused and got 
better every day in practice. The play-
wants to continue to 
emphasize improv-
ing on the offensive 
side of the field. In addition, King 
feels that the team should only get bet-
ter as his squad matures and becomes 
more experienced. "This is a young 
team, dominated by sophomores. This 
was a growing year for us. What we 
need to do for next season is to find an 
offense and put the ball in the net," he 
said. 
The Rivennen will have plenty of 
competition next season as the GYLC 
continues to be a tough conference 
from top to bottom. The top teams this 
year, SID-Edwardsville, Southern 
Indiana and Lewis, all look to be 
strong again next year, 
The RiVelmen finished the season 
6- 13-1 overall and 4-5-1 in conference 
play. 
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Bittersweet last season for Coach's Corner: 
• 
,Rivermen's Ronnie ' Banks Q&A with women's 
soccer coach Beth Goetz Star basketball player dedicates 
season to uncle who died of AIDS 
Mike Sherwin! Tbe Currelll 
Ronnie Banks, a point guard for Rivernien basketball, led the 
team in points last season. As a senior, the 2003 season will be 
Banks' last, and he is dedicating it to his uncle who recently 
passed away. 
BY GRETCHEN MODRE 
- - - - . 
Staff Wfriter 
"Ronnie Banks, please stand up," 
coach Chris Pilz said when announc-
ing his 2003 team at the Tip-Off 
Luncheon on Wednesday, Nov. 5. 
''Now Ronnie has really stepped up to 
be the leader of this team. He is a 
strong presence on and off the court. 
He's going to bring a lot to the team 
this year." 
Banks, the lone retWlung senior to 
the UM-St. Louis basketball team, has 
had many struggles in life to get past 
in order to be where he is today. 
Banks' mother had him when she was 
only 14 years old and then became 
addicted to drugs. His father was shot 
when he was young,and he had to 
move from household to household . . 
He was taken under the wings of 
his grandparents and Uncle John from 
Alabama. As he grew up, he found 
himself faced with Clecisions he had to 
deal with alone because 'he did not 
have his parents in his life for over 20 
years. 
''I had three choices growing up. I 
could either go to jail, get killed or do 
what I had to do to get where I want-
ed to be," Banks said. 
Banks went back to visit his family 
iI) Alabama over spring break when 
his uncle'fevealed a secret that would 
take his life only three months later. 
His uncle had developed AD)S when 
he was 18: and while the disea~e was 
breaking down his immune system, he 
had developed cancer as well. He was 
in and out of the hospital for many 
months. 
"I will never forget the phone call I 
got on June 20, 2003. It was really 
hard. It really hit home when that hap-
Sonya Hauan 
.. Forward for R-
women soccer 
-Junior 
- leads UMSL in 
scoring this season 
with 35· points 
pened to my uncle," Banks said. "I 
was surprised because I've been 
through a lor, but Ijusr couldn't under-
stand it when it happened to him." 
After he died, Banks came to.a lot 
of decisions in his life. He felt that he 
could do whatever he wanted to do in 
life, and the passing of his uncle was 
just another thing that he had to deal 
with. "He loved me, and he told me he 
did. He knew hould make it, and he 
believed in me. My uncle and my 
granddad are my backbone." 
Growing up, his grandfather 
always told him to pick his friends 
wisely so he would not end up with 
. the wrong crowd. "They did a good 
job to keep me in the right frame of 
mind." 
Banks had a 3.0 last year and has 
stepped up as a leader for the 2003 
team. "We need cohesiveness. We 
have to be together with everyone and 
let teanunates know that we stand 
behind them. As a team we need to 
play hard, run hard and love each 
.. other. My main objective is to talk to 
each of my teammates and ask them 
about their grades, classes and just 
how they are doing." 
Banks also had to deal with his . 
fOUlth coach of his college career and 
found .a lot of strength in Pilz. "All the 
dreams I had of being a success he is 
bringing back. I wish he could have 
been my coach fo!" four years. He's 
really helping me love the game again 
and letting me be a man and a suc-
cess," Banks said. 
Banks wants to dedicate his 2003 
season to his uncle and reflects back 
on what he used to tell him. "If you try 
your best and give it all you are then 
you are a success whether you win or 
lose." 
Campbell 
Mclaurin 
.. Goalkeeper for 
R-men soccer 
.. Senior 
.. from Jackson, 
Mississippi 
BY GRETCHEN MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Question: Coach Goetz, how has 
this season differed from your past 
seven? 
Answer: This is the most talented 
group that we have had And it s 
a/ways great to work with a higher 
level of kids. 
Q: What is your 
team's strongest aspect? 
A: Well, J think that 
we have two. First, 
being our team cohe-
sion. That s something 
that you can't coach. 
. They are really there for 
each other on and off oJ 
the field Second, is our 
ability to score goals . 
Q: Who are your star offensive 
players? 
A: Sonva Hauan is leading our 
team in goals and really creates a lot 
of opportunities and finishes. Katie 
Huelsing creates a lot of opportunities 
of our team and leads with the most 
assists. Our team really makes a lot of 
attacking choices, and then we throw 
in Mary-Kate McDel111ott, and there is 
a lot of offense. 
Q: What about 
defensive stars? 
A: Our sweeper has 
done a really good job 
this year and our 
defense always wins the 
header balls, which 
makes a difference . 
This was prevalent in Beth Goetz, coach of 
our game against St. Riverwomen soccer 
Q: What is it like 
having your sister Katie 
on the team? 
A: Katie is a good 
Joe s; it was a no(-so-
great game, but we still had the abili-
ty to come out on top to score two 
goals and win. 
Q: \\'hat is your team's weakest 
aspect? 
A: Inconsistency. That often hap-
pens with a young group. We have 
some strong days and some not so . 
confident days. We need to learn to be 
winners. 
Q: Finishing second in 2002, what 
are you doing different to try to be first 
this year') 
A: I think you come out different 
eve,)' year. but what we hm'e been 
doing the past t,vo years ha~ been 
working for us. We stm1 to set higher 
goals. wld expectations rise as well. 
Q: Your next match against 
Northern Kentucky, a team that hasn't 
been beaten in 55 matches since Oct. 
9, 1999, is going to be difficult. What 
are you thinking about the game? 
A: It is alH"m-:; exciting to play' a 
team that el'el)"body Hants to beat . 
They l1-alk around with a target on 
their back because everyone wants to 
hm'e that win It.i· really exciting to 
play them. and we ·re going to do ollr 
best. 
asset to the team and 
brings a lot of leadership. On a per- . 
sonal note, it s really great to get to 
;,pend so much time with her and I'm 
glad the team gets to be with her so 
much too. 
Q: What is the most inlporrant 
aspect of a good coach? 
A: Especially coaching a women s 
sp0/1, you have to relate to the players 
as a team and individually. You must 
know the game and motivate players 
individually as well as building rela-
tionships. 
Q: You are losing two seniors this 
year; what are your feelings about 
next year's team? 
A: It's nice to have a strong team 
and then not have to rebuild the next 
yew: It will be exciting to continue to 
build and have the talent to do good 
things with. 
. Q: What is your best memory from 
this year') 
A: The Lindenwood game didn i 
have much to do "H ··jlll the outcome of 
our season and our record, but 1 think 
that the temn played wel! as a l'I;hole. 
They are a top~fi\1e ranked team H!ith a 
lot of competition ji-om that schoo!. }ti? 
really won that game as a group. 
HUNGER AWARENESS WEEK 
November 17th 
- 21st 
• Informational Table 
Monday - Thursday, 10:00am - 2:00pm, 
on the bridge of the MSC 
• Operation Food Search 
Monday, November 17th, 12:00 noon -
5:00pm (for directions, please visit the 
Office of Student Life, MSC 375) 
• Gandhi Night • 
Monday, November 17th, at 6:00pm in 
the Provincial House 
• Hidden in America 
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 
18th and 19th, at 11:00am and again at 
12:3Opm in the Pilot House 
• Soup Line 
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 
18th and 19th, from 11 :00am to 1:00pm 
in the NOSH 
• Hunger Banquet 
Thursday, November 20th, at 12:00 
noon in Century Rooms A & B (please 
SIGN UP at the informational table on 
the bridge) 
• Donation jars at cash registers 
Monday through Friday, all day, in the 
Millennium Student Center 
All money raised throughout the week (from the Soup Line and the donation jars) will go to local, national, and 
international hunger relief organizations. 
Co-sponsored by Interfaith Campus Ministries, Catholic Newman Center, the Office of Student Life, 
University Program Board, Student Government Association, PLHCSA, Amnesty International, and 
Pre-Med Society 
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*Film openings are subject to 
change. 
Looney Tunes: Back 
in Action- The combi-
nation of animation 
and live action stirs 
up fun in this Warner 
Brothers film about 
the Looney Tunes 
gang's search for the 
mystifying blue dia-
mond. Opens Nov. 
14th. 
Master and 
I Commander: The Far 
Side of the World-
Navy captain Lucky 
Jack Aubrey (Russell 
. Crow) must steer 
crew and failing ship 
through a dangerous 
chase to capture t he 
enemy. Based on a 
narrative outline of 
the tenth book in the 
ffAubrey I Maturin" 
series by Patrick 
O'Brian. Opens Nov. 
14th. 
Tupac: Resurrection-
Bizarre-sounding 
movie about a 
woman who becomes 
obsessed with cutt ing 
and eating her own 
flesh. Eww. 
The Matrix 
Revolutions- A small 
group of humans 
freed from enslave-
ment fight to save 
their people f rom 
evil machines in a 
battle that stretches 
over the scorched 
surface of the planet 
and into the center 
of Machine City. 
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Reconnec t ing w ith God I SLIFF 
. BY PAUL CRUTCHER Ever felt uneasy ahout traveling a certain route accident? Ever been stumped by a problem in a f offers rare 
StaJfW'riter (0 school or work, only to discover later that by relationship and had a movie come on HBO where 
avoiding that route you also avoided a massive auto Jack Black seemed to live out your problem and 'I: look at 
,-,-----:--::-----------,,-----:-----------------------'----. solve, it'7 Perhaps you were sitting 
J 
I 
around trying to choose between two 
I great universities or \:INo e~ually great • d· · t' I Jobs when some guy wearmg a bng'ht In Ie In 
sweatshirt with "Penn State" or , 
"CitiBank" sprawling across the front 
bumps into you in the checkout lane at 
the grocery? Or, maybe, an angel visit- i 
ed you recently? Some unknown 
benefactor paid your Verizon bilI? 
Your cherished aunt Sue was miracu- ' 
lou sly cured of cancer? 
fllnlS 
BY CATHERINE MARQUIS-
HOMEYER 
Science Columnist 
The St. Louis film aficionados] fall 
high point is nearly here. The 12th 
Albert Clayton Gaulden asks us to 
look deeper at these SOlts of situations 
in "Signs and Wonders," a logical pic-
ture for forward-thinking Cl1ristians, 
spiritualists and pmticularly receptive 
I annual St. Louis International Film ~ 
Festival starts Nov. 13. 
and open-minded laypersons. Through Every year, more people discover 
biblical times, Gaulden expla~ns, , the St, Louis International Film 
humankind communicated with God. 
UND E RST ANDING THE LANGUAG E OF G OD Because the\' were conscious of God's I quiet messages, they slowed their lives 
and listened. They looked to common 
coincidence and the like as potentially 
more, Then, certain people created 
organized religions. which separated 
God from man-religioD. placed an 
intermediary be\:INeen the former con-
versationalists. From the advent of 
religion, people started drifting further 
from God, for they began forgetting 
how to hear the "Language of God." 
Festival (SLIFF) because every year 
they bring an exciting assortment of 
quality films rarely seen otherwise. 
Short filins, documentaries, classics, • 
international films from arOlUld the 
world and the works of promising 
young directors fill the program, 
along with parties, seminars, directors 
and stars. A gala'party opens the festi-
val and an awards ceremony caps this 
whirlwind of activity, SLIFF takes ' 
place from Thursday, Nov. 13, to 
Photo courtesy Bridgeman Art Library 
So the stage as it exists now looks 
something like this: People are living 
out pain and misery (the basic human 
conditions) in frankly hedonistic soci-
eties, unable to reconnect with the God 
that loves them and wants them to suc-
ceed and transcend continual suffer-
mg. 
see SIGNS, p.tge J 1 
Hometown melancholia 
BY AMY GONWA 
,~[llsic Cn'tic 
When the hustle and bustle of city 
li fe staI1s gelting you d·'wn, rum to 
yow- neighborhood Bottoms Cp Blues 
Gang for melodic relief. The three 
soulful Sl. Louis natives have reached 
deep into their city' musical history to 
fom1 their dynanlic boogie-woogie 
blues sound. Their ne'west album, 
"South Broadway Blues," is a collec-
tion of melancholy rhythms that any 
music fan will enjoy. 
"South Broadway Blues" bursts 
with diverse rhythm and old-fashioned 
emotion, Vocalist Kari Liston intro-
duces the album with her empowering 
vocals and the track, "Train I Ride," 
Liston possesses a rough but angelic 
voice fueled with energy that capti-
vates any listener. Backing up her 
vocal power are two equally talented 
musicians, which makes for one 
remarkable oio. 
WIth Jeremy Segel-Moss on guitar, 
each track is infused with a captivating 
chord vanaUon. Segel-Moss ' fmger-
picking playing style gives the 
Bottoms p Blue' Gang tfieir oUIld of 
gras r at authentjc it . Adam 
Andrews chime background haImon-
ica music. TIle harmonica interludes 
throughout "South Broadway Blues" 
are well-con tru ted and original. 
Who need. a drununer. when you can 
make the blues simple? 
Aside from the three original mem-
bers, a nun1ber of fellow musicians 
join the Bottoms Up Blues Gang in 
their album. '"Don't Want No Man·' 
shakes to the beal~ of Matt Murdick on 
the keys, Murdick can also be heard on 
several other tracks with his saloon-
style piano stylings, 
"Who Do You Love" would not be 
complete without the vocal chords of 
the Round-Ups' front lady, Irene 
Allen, 1bis electrified blues ballad 
turns into a dual-female outlaw exhibi-
tion with the two powerful voices of 
Allen and Liston, The Bottom Ups 
Blues Gang's incorporation of local 
artists puts a nostalgic mist to their 
disc and makes them as St. Louis as 
toasted ravioli, 
Led by vocalist Kari Liston, the Bottoms Up Blues Gang show 
the crowd at Lemmon's what the blues is all about during their 
Saturday night show to benefit The Confluence, a St. Louis inde-
pendent newspaper. 
Lyrically, the Bottoms Up Blues 
Gang writes in a casual fashion about 
love, change and chance. Everyday 
lyrics fill "South Broadway Blues" 
with simple contemplation, "I was 
thinkin' about you and I stalted to 
cry/Cause I let life just pass me by," 
from the track "I Don't Need You," 
exemplifies the melancholy song Wlit-
ing style of Kari Liston. Much diversi-
fication is implemented throughout the 
words of the albUm and most of the 
inevitable human emotions are 
touched upon. 
Round-Ups broaden smiles · 
. ) 
BY AMY GONWA 
Music Critic 
With nine people gathered on the 
undersized Lemmon's stage, anything 
is possible, When the Round-Ups 
plugged in and their honky-tonk: rock 
filtered through the sound system, 
they proved just that. The eccentric 
group played a fiercely outlandish 
nine-song set that caused smiles to 
broaden and feet to dance. 
The crowd gathered shoulder-to-
shoulder to hear outlaw ballads in 
two-part harmony, belted out by lead 
. vocalists Tom Herd and Irene Allen. 
The \:INo compliment each other's tal-
ents and share a viciously entertaining 
humor in be\:INeen songs while, in the 
outskirts, old-country orchestra 
sounds out. 
Incorporating the banjo, guitars, 
harmonica and drums, the Round-Ups 
manage to keep a high-energy beat 
tlu'oughout the set. Inlaginative IYlics 
and vibrant rhythmic variation come 
together to form a genre~defying, 
back-porch bluegrass sound that the 
Round-Ups call their own. 
By the third song, "Mustache," 
Irene Allen already proved to have the 
hm'd-winded vocal chords of a mod-
em day Patsy Cline. Allen controlled 
the room with her seriated vocal pat-
terns and engaging stage presence, 
The Round Ups perfQrm at Lemmon's on Saturday in a concert to benefit The Confluence, an inde- , 
pendent news journal. 
Erupting from the St. Louis blues 
scene, Allen added a soulful substance 
to the Round-Ups' sound. 
"Half of the band grew up togeth-
er, playing on a porch," guitarist Tom 
Coriell explained to me, Over the 
years, they have shifted and shaped 
into the nine individuals who can 
today call them.~elves the Round-Ups, 
The group has grown and persisted in 
a city where there are "no decent 
honky-tonk bands," as vocalist Tom 
Herd put it, to redefine the genre, Herd 
further explained, "I don't expect the 
main stream to see the borroll of the 
river." 
. With that Nashville rebel spirit, 
Herd and Allen write words for the 
group, The lyrics of the Round-Ups 
are humorous yet somewhat dark, 
soothing and dryly daunting. Irene 
Allen described fellow lyricist Tom 
Herd as the "best songwriter I know," • 
and the rest of the band nodded in 
agreement. 
With musical influences ranging 
from HankWillianlS to The Red Hot 
Chili,Peppers, Round-Ups will enter-
tain your musical taste buds. Each 
musician in the group is inherently tal-
ented, and together they are a fmely 
tuned, well-working unit. 
Improvisational elements of blues, 
country, jazz, rock and bluegrass all 
resonate in the sound of the Round-
Ups . You are sure to enjoy the ' 
comedic stylings of a Round-Ups 
show. So, grab an ice-cold Stag and 
head to your nearest Round-Up show . . 
• Sunday, Nov. 24, with films shown at 
the Tivoli and Hi Pointe theaters, 
Webster University and the Mad Art 
Gallery. Onc;e you arrend the ten-day 
festival 'Aith its dazzling assortment 
of cinematic gems, you always come ~ 
back. 
The festival brings an array of 
films also making rounds at other film 
festivals. giving a taste of Cannes and 
Sundance and a sneak preview of 
indie fihl1S . The St. Louis 
International Film Festival is spon-
sored by the year-round not-for-prof-
it orgilllization Cinema St. Louis. 
Cinema St. Louis also hosts a mini-
festival showcase of St. Louis film-
makers dUling the summer, a big 
Oscars party and other film-related 
events in the area 
E\-ery film fan wants to know J 
which films haye ''buzz,'' the advance 
word of mouth that circulates about 
the most attention-grabbing films, 
Among this year's big buzz indie 
films are four that will play dudn the 
last half of the festival, "Balzac and 
the Little Chinese Seamstress' tells 1 
of literature and love against the back-
drop of China's Cultural Revolution. 
"Girl ""ilb a Pem'l Ea.rring'· is a story 
that was inspired by Venneer's 
famous painting of an unknown girl. 
'The Embalmer" provides a disturb-
ing. modem retelling of an ancient t. 
Roman tale about a triangle between a ' 
dwarf tax.idermist, a handsome young 
man and a woman. "In America" 
stands as director Jim Sheridan's 
sweet, partially autobiographical tale 
of all Irish family's arrival in America 
The festival has a 10-day run, 
however, so I'll concentrate on films • 
in the first few days and then pick up 
the theme again with more recom-
mended films for next week. Many of 
the biggest buzz narrative ftlms are in 
the second half of the festival, while 
the biggest buzz documentaries are in 
the first half. Actually, you can go to I 
any SLIFF film and be assured of see-
ing some thing unique and high qual-
ity, The festival organizers attend film 
festivals around the world, and the 
flims they chose for SLlFF include 
many of the award winners, Checking 
the descriptions of the films online at ~ 
HYPERLINK ''http://ww\v,cine-
mastlouis,org'~ or 
www.cinemastlouis.org 
can give you an idea about which 
selections would most appeal to you. 
Since this is an international film fes-
tival, the majority of films are not in 
English but rather have subtitles. The 
films come from over thirty different 
countries, However, the documen-
taries are in English, as are many of 
the short films and all of the nominees 
for the · New Filmmakers award. 
Many of the films play twice, so you 
have some flexibility in planning 
wbich films to see. I recommend see-
ing several to take in the festival fla-
vor of the event. 
Among award winnerS and films 
with buzz on the festival circuit are 
the opening-night films, ''Triplets of , 
Belleville," a French 'hit, is winning , 
audience-choice awards at festivals 
around the world. The animated flim 
has been described as indescribably 
creative and sardonicaliy funny. 
Tickets to see this gem are available 
only as pillt of the Opening Night 
Gala, which includes a cocktail recep- . l 
tion at the Chase Starlight Room after 
the screening at tOe Hi- Pointe. 
Tickets are $75 and $100 and can be 
purchased only through the Cinema 
St. Louis office, so most of us will 
have to wait and see if this one returns 
to local screens. 
see SLlFF, page 11 
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Besides the opening night film, 
other highlights of the first half of the 
festival are the silent classic "Sunrise," 
the nearly-wordless Hungarian flim 
"Hukkle," the Irish drama-thriller 
''Boxed,'' the Israeli charmer "James' 
Jo~ey to Jerusalem," the IYllcal 
Russian 'The Suit," the controversial 
"Oasis" and the Peruvian comedy 
"Captain Pantoja and the Special 
Services." Among the documentmies 
you might want to catch in the first por-
tion of the fest are ''Bonhoeffer,'' "To 
Be and To Have" and "Sisters in 
Cinema." All these ftlms have buzz on 
the indie film and festival circuit and 
have awards andlor great audience 
SIGNS, from page 10 
Gaulden's goal then is to reac-
quaint us with God's language so 
that we may all live better, happier. 
more fulfilling lives. There are 25 
fonns included in this language, 
including everything from "angel 
murmurs" to "daydreams" to 
"epiphanies" to "intuition" to 
"visions" to "wonders." Using his 
glossary for each of these unique 
forms, he encourages readers to 
begin joumaling daily activities and 
looking for potential God-speak. 
Gaulden packs his 28 chapters and 
214 pages with plenty of I-know-
that-guy-type examples. If you do 
not find a recognizable persona in 
"Signs," you really need to get out 
more. 
Many of the' chapters open with 
numerous vignettes to help illustrate 
Gaulden's points in the coming dis-
course. His examples make the 
pages go by more easily, make the 
concepts easier to grasp and make 
the whole concept seem less intimi-
dating or fanciful. 
If the idea of reconnecting with 
response. The festival has classic filins 
as well as new ones. TIus year's classic 
highlights are FW Murnau's "Sunrise" 
and Roman Polanski's "The Tragedy 
of MacBeth." The latter will be shown 
in the second half of the festival but 
you will be able to catch the one-time 
showing of "Sunrise" the first week-
end. "Sunrise," one of the great films of 
the silent era and one of the first Oscar 
winners, was directed by F W. 
Murnau, who also directed the first 
vampi.re film "Nosferatu." "Sunrise" is 
a ftlm fanlOus for a unique visual beau-
ty best seen on a big screen. This is a 
rare OppOltuIUty to see the ftlm as it 
was intended to be seen. The film will 
Gaulden offers you two choices. 
First, "Signs" operates as a good 
guide and shonld be available at any 
local bookstore for $24. Second. if 
you are more excited or if you do not 
like books. Gaulden runs a place in 
be shown Saturday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. 
at the Tivoli, with live musical accom-
paniment by renowned organist and St. 
Louis legend Stan Kahn. 
Among new narrative films with 
buzz is "Captain Pantoja and the 
Special ServIces." This comedy is from 
a story by Mario Vargas Llosa about a 
serious, efficient military officer 
assigned to the lillwanted task of orga-
nizing a team of sex workers for sol-
diers at remote posts. Another high-
profile film, "Oa~is," is a Chinese film 
about an unlikely love affair between a 
mentally handicapped ex-con and a 
woman with cerebral palsy that has 
StilTed considerable controversy about 
Arizona, called the "Sedona 
Intensive." where YOU can go and get 
the sort of direct counseling that you 
prefe r. which he plugs in "Signs." 
Cusumano's Pizza 
Sunday - Thursday lOpm til Midnight 
2 for 1 Rail Drinks 
Wednesday & Thursday lOpm til Midnight 
$1.00 pitcher refills (natural lite beer) 
must be 21 to enter - must have Missouri ID 
7147 Manchester Rd in Maplewood 
entertainment every night 4 pool tables and game room 
OPEN 10pm 645-5599 close at 3am every night 
~~JU~~~~~~~~.~u·~L-________________________________________________________ , 
SGA Meeting 
Nov. 21 st 1 p.m. in 
the SGA Chambers 
There will be 
nominations and 
elections for 2 ASUM 
board members 
Contact Sarah at 516-5835 for more information. 
" 
Photo courtesy www.rottentomatoes.com 
TRIPLETS OF BELLEVILLE, a new fi lm by Sony Pictures Ent ertainment, Inc. 
its subject and the violence of some of 
the scenes. "Boxed" is an Irish tale of a 
man caught in a moral crossfire when 
IRA guenillas kidnap a young priest 
and force him to give last rites to a man 
nearly beaten to death. If the price of 
the opening night gala seems a bit 
steep, there are other events you might 
want to catch that are more affordable. 
On Friday, Nov. 14, Johnnie To, direc-
tor of more than 30 ftlms and one of 
Hong Kong's most important directors, 
will be the featured guest at a panel dis-
cussion. This free event takes place at 3 
p.m. in Washington University's 
Brown Hall in room 100. The discus-
sion follows the showing of To's film 
"PTU" at 9:30 p.m. at the Hi-Pointe. 
Saturday, Nov. 15. offers the Interfaith 
Award L~ture by film scholar and 
Washington University professor 
Gerald Early at 10 a.m. at the Tivoli. 
Tickets for this eYent are $8. Another 
special event is the North American 
premier of ''Eroica l '' a documentary 
about the musicians of the Eroica Tlio 
and composer Kevin Kaska as they 
prepare for the Noyember 2001 world 
premier of the composition that the St. 
Louis S mphony commissioned from 
Kal ka for the trio. This film debuts 
Sunday. Nov. 16 at 5 p.m. at the Tivoli. 
with proChl er Mary Straus in atten-
dane . Another film with local intere'( 
is the thriller "AmI hetamine." an all-
St. Loui . -hOl film with local a'it and 
ereVI', to be hO\m Friday. No\'. 14. at 
11 :30 p.m. at the TI\'oli. with director 
OJ.ris Grega all nding. 
'While some of the festi\ 'al 's narra-
tive and documentary films will retum 
for a longer run, other films can orily be 
seen at tbe festival. Short films are the 
wonderful little cinema bites you usu-
ally orily see at the festival. TIle festi-
val. an official venue for Academy 
Award Shorts, will likely be the orily 
chance to see the short films that will 
be nominated for Oscars. Although 
Cinema St. Louis also hosts a mini-fes-
ti val of shon Oscar winners, you won't 
see the vatiety that you can at the big 
fall festival. Shon ftlms usually play 
with every feature film, cbosen to com-
plement the feature, but the festival 
also has seven progratllS of short filins 
grouped in categoties by similar topics. 
The fLrst half of the festival has the fLrst 
three of these programs. 
"Dysfunctional Relationships," 
"Historical Times and Places" and 
"Reality Gone Wrong." The festival is 
also one of the few outlets for local 
filinmakers and the great majority of 
these locally produced ftlms are shorts. 
Cinema St. Louis hosted a nuni-festi-
val oflocal short films last summer and 
is bringing back four programs of local 
films from its St. Louis Filnmlakers' 
showcase. Like the other short ftlms, 
these are grouped in programs by sub-
ject: comedy. drama and two sets of 
documentaties. The first half of the fes-
tival brings the comedy and drama pro-
grams. Check the web;ile for the times 
and theate . 
Documentarie are atnong the most 
popular of the fest ival's offering, and 
are becoming more popular nati n-
wiele. Among this year's nOtable docu-
mentaties playing in the flrst half of th( 
festival is "Bonhoeffer," about thl 
Gelman theologian killed by the Nazi: 
for plotting to kill Hitler. Already a h.i 
on the indie film circuit, "Bonhoeffer' 
will be sbown Saturday, Nov. 15, at ~ 
p.m. at the Tivoli atld again on Sunday 
Nov. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the Tivoli. "Tc 
Be atld To Have," a touching, but no 
heavy-handed, documentary about , 
dedicated teacher in a one-roon~ 
schoolhouse, has become the highest· 
grossing documentary ever in its native 
France. The documentm')l "Sisters in 
Cinema". looks at women working ir 
mms, still a male-dominated world 
despite the presence of women since 
the begirming of the att fOim. In the 
second half of the festival, you should 
watch for "The Agronomist," Jonathan 
Demme's fUm about Haitian radio per-
sonality Jean Dominique. 
TIlere are so many good films to 
choose from at the festival that it is 
sometimes hard to choose or even to 
make recommendations. These at'e 
orily a few of tile h.ighlights but reading 
the descriptions in the program will be 
the best way to decide which films 
sound best to you. TIle programs are 
available at the Tivoli. Hi- Pointe atld 
around town at several locations. 1f you 
think you are a film fan and have not 
yet checked out the festival, you should 
give it a 0)'. You will se the unexpect-
ed, the beautiful. the original and the 
meaningful side of world cinema. 
W'ww.cinemru llouis.org 
http://www.cinernastlouis.org/ 
http://www.cinema.< tlouis.org/ 
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Arendt's advice to 
college students: 
You are not special 
BY PAUi.. CRUTCHER 
Staff _,"'rite/" 
When my editor and I opened the 
nvelope containing "The College 
Jrad's Guide to Purgatory," we could 
lot help but gasp a bit. The cover. is 
parse, colored in the black and orange 
)f Halloween, and refers to that spiri-
ual limbo somewhere bet\'1een heav-
:n and hell, 
Turn it over, and you meet Arendt, 
he author. sIlliling in spi te of her sub-
ect matter and fiery cover. Add in the 
look's length- 73 p:1ges-and I 
;natched it up for review. I mean. 
;omething h:1d to he going for this 
Jook. 
Purgatory, in Arendt's definition, is 
what awaits current or soon-to-be 
gradU:1tes: something analogous h) 
,hat spiritual place of judgment. She 
does a good job of painting the mm'ket 
for those out there who do not pay any 
attention to the new . The economy is 
in a slump. business s are crashing, 
people who have work experience are 
unemployed, and ambitious college 
grads are f100ding the already 'aturat-
ed market. 
Arendt also describes well the typ-
ical college student/graduate. Her por-
trayal follows many othe! ': accurately 
painting us as highly individualistic, 
even egocentric, expecting the world 
to fall at our feet upon graduation. 
And it is perfectly natural to take 
offense to that a 'sessment. After aIL 
it's in our nature. Arendt is only three 
years removed from college life, and 
she spent a year of that time looking 
for a decent job: a year. that is. in pur-
gatory. It is not quite hell. but it Gill 
become hell if you do not find your 
way to heaven, hmding a job, 
That is about all the introduction 
you need to this "Gmcl 's Guide." 
Arendt has be~n wher~ y u are, has 
graduated, fought h r way around in 
purgatory. made it ut with Ie. sons. 
and thinks that she has lemned some 
things that might help yom adventure 
in purgatory run more smoothly. 
To accomplish her lesson. she 
breaks her text up into four basic 
areas: college. entering tbe job market. 
interviewing ,md trying to find a job. 
and how to handle that job when you 
get it. 
In her first area. Arendt does her 
best to burst your int1ated and unreal-
THE OLLEGE 
GRAD'S GUIDE 
istic bubble. You are not spe ja]. 
unique. talented or perfecL : he says. 
But understmld al '0 that so i . every-
on~ else . Someone will always have a 
one-up on you, 
That potential employer doe. not 
( Clre that you w~re in that sorority, 
Your major is J.lmost always in'ele-
van1. Blabbing to others about your 
e:'(olic ~tlldy abroad experience only 
fosters cont mpt. 
Basically. she i~ :cre,mung that you 
are disillusioned. ignorant, 1mel misin-
f rmed, 
Entering the job market area fol-
lows the same sU'ategy, Mm'ing into 
the interviewing (etc,) m'ea. Arendt 
rifles through the \'ariolls fonns of 
application. whut to do in our cover 
letter. the different types of potential 
interyiews, ~d whatllot. 
The final area. about what happen: 
when you land that job. offer.; ad\ice 
and explanations of office politics. 
partie, . gender dynanuc ', meeting:. 
and an interesti ng list of characters-in-
the-offic . 
Overall. Arendt's prose is grim, 
She . mach you in the face with reali-
ty and does nothing to soften the 
impact. However. that is not necessar-
ily a bad Lhing 
Anyone who has been out of col-
lege for 'ix months without any good 
luck in finding a job ~houJd readily 
advocate l-uch a dose of the real world 
hefl)re ex.iting the relatively lazy col-
I ' ge experience. 
Pur",Jtory seems fitting, 
But when you read "Grad" 
Guide." you may find YOlli • If ques-
tioning Arendt' aLLthority, She does 
rely hea\'ily on her and her friend ' 
expeJience. Uisnussing tiler ' imilar 
guide, for graduat _ ::r.~ unrealistic ~d 
more optin~i 'tic propaganda. 
Arendt's guide is not subtle. but for 
7: simple pages and S 11.95, it may be 
ju.>t the sort of wake-up call you need 
before swearing you . elf in purgatory, 
Congressional Candidate visits, 
speaks with College Republicans 
Bill Federer, 
Republican can-
didate fo r 
Missouri District 
3, speaks to the 
College 
Republicans last 
Wednesday in 
the MSC. 
Current 
INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A 
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
Stop by The Current offices 
at 388 Millennium Student Center 
to pick up a complimentary 
screening pass ior two to see 
TIMELINE 
7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 25th 
Ronnies 20 Cine 
5320 Souih Lindbergh 
St Louis, MO 63126 
~ J· /rl,lII .. tt. 1 1!I1>t6.~ ., 1r'; • .. ~tlfh 1~;,.,;' .. 1~, p~~ ~1' .. ~.~ .. <.t'l h,'fJ ." ~. 
1,,~:·scrJ· t' l'}'..S. P a!t.;!t;i:111 !~"r.S<l ~ .Ii nt-hglb!e 
Pi!:=' tno.J . O! i$ 1-';~ ?'';- . 1 ~ I.,. i~~ at ~!~r;t~ 
~HMMf-\' T~E LOGO 
SEEMS S~AME.lE5SLY 
LARGE THIS \VEEK. 
WAS THIS YOLJR. IDEA? 
NO, I WOULD HAVE 
USED NEON, VEGAS-
STLE LIGHTING. 
!/~----' I 
ATTENTION: DANCERS!!! 
\Vould you like a chance to vvin $100,000'1 
CBS's hit show STAR SEARCH is holding OPEN 
AUDITIONS for talent in the following category: 
Young Dancers 
(Ages 14 to 30) 
Auditions are Thursday, November 13th from gam to 6pm 
Chase Park Plaza 
212 North Kingshighway Blvd. 
St Louis, l'vl0 63108 
SeBS.cant 
" . For more information go to: 
ore alII ~ 8 0 0 ~5 5 3 ~3811 
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CLASS I'F lED 5 
with 40 words or fewer 
are free to 
students, faculty and staff 
All classi.fieds are due via email by 5 p.m. on the Thursday before the publication date. 
In addltlOn to the name(s) of the advertiser, each classified submitted must contain 
a student number or faculty/staff department and title(s) prior to publication. 
http://www. TheCurrentOnline.com current@jinx.umsl.edu 
Help wanted 
Yard work on Sundays at a private 
home. $8.50 per hour to start. 
Frontenac, MO (314) 432-1863. 
Mortgage 
Loan officers - F /T work one-on-
one with large client base in the 
Mortgage industry. Professional 
attitude a must. Commission only 
plus benefits. Call Matt McClure 
314-442-2025 or fax resume to 
314·442-2062. 
Movie extra's I models need-
ed for local casting calls. No expo 
or age required. Earn up to $200 a 
day. 1-888-820-0167. 
Help wanted 
Sales-Agent, Insurance Co., 
weekly pay, no experience, 2-yr 
training program, must have car, 
~ Ft, background check, fax resume 
(314) 845-5150 or email resume 
to george. fewquay@western 
southernlife.com. 
***WANTED*** 
1 Zookeeper and 12 Gorillas need-
ed for grassroots marketing cam-
paign in one of America's fastest 
growing franchises. Evening and 
daytime hours. Must be person-
able, outgoing and have a flare 
for the outrageous. Marketing 
internships welcome. Earn money 
and have fun at the same time. 
Close to UM-St. Louis. Call David 
at (314) 423-4529. 
---t - -
Attention Computer Science 
~ Students: Computer Technician 
Needed. 15-20 Hours per week. 
$9-$10 per hour. Installations, 
troubleshooting, networking, 
printers, general PC maintenance 
and repair. Contact: Chris Mattie, 
• Data Expert Consultants (314) 567-
. 7800 chris@dataexperts.net. 
Help wanted 
Every Day Life Experiences is seek-
ing compassionate and responsible 
people for Supportive Living 
Positions. We offer a flexible 
schedule and a rewarding environ-
ment. Call Andrea at 534-7717 for 
details. 
Help wanted 
, Paradigm Cleaning needs employ-
ees for cleaning offices in the St. 
louis area. M-F 6 pm - 9 pm. Earn 
up to $10 per hour. Contact Scott 
Noyes at (314) 378-0114. 
Get paid for your opinions! 
~ Earn $15-$125 and more per sur-
vey! www.paidonlineopinions.com 
Subjects wI color deficiency 
Subjects with red-green color defi-
ciency are needed to participate 
" in a study being conducted at the 
College of Optometry, UMSL. 
Subjects will be reimbursed for 
their time and participation. For 
more information, call Jessie @ 
314516-6655 or email - js7c9@stu-
" dentmail.umsl.edu. 
Credit repair specialist 
local firm in need of an outgoing 
individual with great people skills 
to expand current operations. 
Previous sales experience 
r required. Make a lot of money 
while working in a creative envi-
ronment. Call Jared at (314) m-
7277 for details. 
II' 
Get published in Litmag 
Submissions now being accepted 
for the spring issue. All UMSL 
students, undergraduate and 
graduate, are encouraged to 
'" submit their poetry, fiction, and 
personal essays. Submission 
mailbox located by English 
.,. Department offices, 4th floor, 
Lucas Hall. 
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 
Air Fares at significant 
SAVINGS are available to 
STUDENTS & FACULTY NOW! 
Contact me for Pricing. 
800 LYN SMITH Toll Free 
618266-7929 Fax 
618771-0213 Cell 
Iyn_thriftytvl@msn.com 
Back to School?! 
Established company seeking to 
fill 53 PT / FT positions for stu-
dents. Flexible scheduling around 
classes. High pay, no experience 
necessary, training provided. 
Great resume builder. Apply 
online atwww.workforstudents 
.com or call (314) 991-2428. 
Help wanted 
The Emerson Family YMCA and 
UMSL has an opening for immedi-
ate part-time positions in child-
care program in the Wellston 
School District on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
$10 per hour. Please call Kym 
Hunter at (314) 521-1822 ext. 36. 
Must be 18 or older and have reli-
able transportation. 
1.SB apartment for rent 
$425/m. 1000 sq ft. 
Washer/dryer, central heat! AC, 
hardwood floors, large eat-in 
kitchen, backyard w/ patio, base-
ment storage, large closets. Quiet 
cul-de-sac. less than 1 mile from 
Central West End, 40/44, 
Metrolink, Science Center, Barnes 
Hospital. Contact: (314) 440-
8224, (314) 771-8927. 
Apartment 
Large 2-bedroom apartment with 
hardwood floors, central air, 
garage, washer/dryer hook up, 2 
balconies and arch doorways. 
Five minute walk to UM-St. Louis. 
located in beautiful residential 
neighborhood. Call 383-5321. 
House for sale 
Wonderful 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 
updated house with large deck and 
deep backyard for sale. Close to 
UM-St. Louis. Call for information. 
Marjorie at 521-4677. 
I'louse for sale 
Bevo mill neigborhood, 52.12 mor-
ganford rd, 125, 900$, large one 
family, two story brick home. 5 
bedroorns,2.5 baths, centrally 
located in the city, over 1800 
square feet. Updated kitchen and 
bath, includes appliances, call 
Lance 452 3615. 
Seeking roommate 
Seeking female roommate to 
share renovated two family. Call 
Bianca at (314) 651-7523. 
Would you like to quit 
smoking? If so, contact 
Michelle Schmidt at the Wellness 
Resource Center for more infor-
mation on free services offered. 
Russellms@umsl.edu, 516-5380. 
$7500 Scholarships avail-
able NSF/Noyce Scholarship 
program offering scholarships to 
juniors, seniors, graduate stu-
dents interested in teaching 
middle/high school math/sci-
ence at SlPS. Guaranteed teach-
ing contact upon completion. 
For complete details: 
http://teachnow. umsl. edu. 
Click Noyce Scholarship link. 
Print! complete "application" 
form. Inquiries: Rosanne 
Vrugtman, (314) 516-4349, 
vrugtman r@msx.umsl.edu. 
Furnished home for rent 
Furnished home for rent. Living 
rm, dining rm, sun porch, 2 bed-
rooms, fireplace, garage, fenced 
yard. It is less than one mile from 
UMSL. It is one block off Normandy 
Dr. from the golf course. Call 
Thomas or Carrie. (314) 727-4873. 
Female roommate wanted 
$232.50. Walking distance from 
UMSL. 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living 
room, bathroom, central A/C, 
hardwood floors. Call Sam (314) 
382-1382 sup50c@studentmail. 
umsl.edu. 
House for rent 
Do you need a convenient loca-
tion, near campus, near the 
MetroLink? ... then Call (314) 537-
5810. 2 bedroom house, 1 bath, 
one year lease, $650.00 per 
month ----$1500 security deposit. 
Application fee=$35.00. 
Apartment for rent 
Huge 1 BR apt. in Clayton. 7527 
Buckingham. WID and extra stor-
age in basement. Garage. sepa-
rate DR/ lR. 1 st floor. Patio. Pets 
under 30 lbs. OK w/ dep. $725/ 
month including heat and hot 
water. (314) 727-6679 or (314) 
781-0908. 
For rent 
230 Henquin in Ferguson. $725.00 
a month. 2 BR, 1 bath, stove, 
refrigerator, driveway, includes 
sewer and trash (314) 704-7751. 
Birth control, Phentermine, 
Zovirax, Viagra, Buspar. FREE 
Online Consultations. US 
Pharmacies fr Physicians. FDA 
Approved Drugs. Overnight 
Delivery. www.drug-stores.ws 
The Current 
is looking 
for news 
writers. Are 
you interest-
ed in doing 
in-depth 
reporting 
about UM-
St. Louis 
topics? 
Come by 388 MSC or 
call 516-6810 for details. 
Ask for Nichole, the 
managing editor. 
EOE 
***ACT NOW! Book 11 
people, get 12th trip free. Visit 
the official website for spring 
break '04. The best deals to the 
hottest destinations. Group dis-
counts for 6+ 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
or 800-838-8202. 
Spring Break 2004 
Travel with STS, America's #1 
Student Tour operator to Jamaica, 
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and 
Florida. Now hiring on-campus 
reps. Call for group discounts. 
Information I reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com. 
# 1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, 
SPadre. 110% Best Prices! Book 
Now and get Free Parties fr Meals! 
Group Discounts. now hiring 
Campus Reps! 1-800-234-7007 
endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break '04 with 
StudentCity.com and Maxim 
Magazine! 
Get hoooked up with Free Trips, 
Cash, and VIP Status as a Campus 
Rep! Choose from 15 of the hottest 
destinations. Book early for FREE 
MEALS, FREE DRINKS and 150% 
Lowest Price Guarantee! To 
reserve online or view our Photo 
Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com 
or Call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK! 
Winter and Spring Break 
Ski fr Beach Trips on sale now! 
www.sunchase.com or call 1-800-
SUNCHASE today!. 
USASPRINGBREAK.com 
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco, 
Jamaica, fr More. Don't be fooled! 
Go with Quality Et Experience! 28 
years in business. largest Student 
Tour Operator (Division of USA 
Student Travel). Call 1-877-460-
6077 now hiring Campus Reps. 
Earn 2 Free Trips for 15 Travelers fr 
$$. 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 
**SPRING BREAK** 
Book early Et save SS! 
Keg Party - Free beer! Live band, 
DJ, Wet T-shirt, Hard Body, 
Swimwear contests. Suites to 12 
people, 3 pools, huge beachfront 
hot tub. Sandpiper-Beacon Beach 
Resort 800-48B-8828 
www.sanc:lpiperbeacon.com 
Are you interested in joining 
an on-campus support group for 
Adult Children of Alcholics/ ACOA 
or Adult Children of Substance 
Abusers/ ACOSA? Contact 
Michelle Schmidt at the 
Wellmess Resource Center for 
more info. on free services. 
Russellms@umsl.edu, 516-5380 . 
180 MSC. 
Have something 
to sell? 
Send it our way. 
Classifieds are free 
for UM-St. Louis. 
40 words or fewer, 
please 
'00 VW Beetle GLS 
Automatic transmission, red, 
power sun roof, heated seats, 22k 
miles, 1 owner, excellent condi-
tion. $10,000. 516-5383 
1994 VW Jetta 
Bright red, runs great, 1 owner, 
well maintained, new tires, 4-dr, 
sunroof, dual air bag, clean interi-
or, 113k miles (avg. 12k/ yr.). 
Perfect for college student or per-
son on a low budget. Only $3,450. 
Call (314) 761-1120. 
Waterbed for sale 
Relax in this spacious and comfort-
able queen-sized waterbed. Good 
condition, eight drawers for stor-
age, two built-in lights, and a mir-
ror for added fun. Will deliver. 
Only asking $200 or best offer. Call 
(636) 441-8489 or cell (636) 795-
9838. 
Wedding ring for sale 
1/2 carat diamond ring from 
Whitehall Jewlers. 2pc set with 
solitaire and round diamonds. 
Price: $600 OBO. Call Lillian at 
(314) 771-1953. 
. Earn $1,000 - 52,000 for your Student Group 
in just 3 hours! 
College fundraising made Simple, Safe and Free. 
M ultiplr· fundra i,in,o, op ' i on~ available. No carwilslll'>. Ho r"fllt', JU'.i , !Je(;p,,1 
r llrtdrai~;i l1?j da\e\ ,He fililng quickly. Get VI, til the progrnrrls Ul;l l work l 
1989 Toyota Camry 
Runs great. $1500 or best offer. 
Call (314) 894-3925. 
1994 Formula Firebird 
v8, 114k, 6 speed , Hops, black, 
leather, chrome wheels , flowmas-
ter catback exhaust, eddelbrock 
headers, kfrn, msd ignition, new 
ac, extremely fast, est. 300 horse-
power, runs great. $6000 or best . 
offer. Call (3~4) 814-0999 or (314) 
831-1330. Ask for Justin. 
1998 Dodge Neon 
Great shape and only 45,000 
miles. Manual, 4-door, AM/FM/cas-
sette, A/C, new tires. Very good 
mileage, reliable and fun to drive. 
Asking $4250. (314) 952.-8822. 
'99 Pontaic Sunfire for sale 
2dr, spoiler, cd , sunroof, auto per-
fect for college students on a bud-
get. $4,500.00 Day: 581-4707, 
Evening: 436-9377. 
'99 Honda Accord EX 
115,xxx miles. $5,700. Call (31 4) 
583-2557. 
'89 Nissan 240 SX 
Great body, great interior, bad 
engine, needs a little paint. 
Automatic, sunroof, power win-
dows/ locks. Great fixer upper. 
$500 Call (636) 248-5075. 
Saturn 1996 SW2 40 wagon 
Gold with beige leather interior, 
air, power steering, windows and 
doors, tilt wheel, cruise control, 
AM/ FM stereo, single CD, dual 
front air bags, 95,000 miles (112 
the life of the car). Cared for like 
an only child . $3900 (below BB 
price) (31 4) 291-5975 evenings. 
Musicians! Bass for sale 
Kay M-1 Bass with pickup, excel-
lent condition, a real find. $1600. 
(314) 409-5091. 
1997 Audi A4 
1.8T cactus Green, auto, heated 
seats, trip computer, climate con-
trol, OEM spoiler, air conditioning, 
alloy wheels, 70,000 miles. 
$8500.00. (636) 946-2.789 . 
888-923-3238 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
UMSL Ice Hockey players 
needed 
If you are interested in playing for 
UMSL's Ice Hockey Club, contact 
Mike at either mwinkler18@ 
yahoo. com or call (314) 276-9527. 
Need a paper or book manu· 
sCript edited? Need an econo-
my web page? Need photos of a 
wedding or other special event? 
Contact Miss Barbara (314) 991-
6762 or glory@GTW.net. 
Research participants need-
ed. Research participants needed 
for Healthy Readers Project. 
Mothers and their 3 - 6 year-old 
children wi ll be asked to read fr 
play together for 45-60 minutes 
while being videotaped. Children 
will receive a f ree book. Call Maria 
at 516-6078 for more information. 
Need an extra $36,000.00 ~ 
year? Vending route for sale. 50 
high t raffic locations. Cost $5000. 
Help find missing children. 
1-800-568-1392 or 
www.vendingthatworks.com 
Moving sale 
Computer $500 (DVD, CDR/CDRW, 
nVIDIA FlOO Graphics, monitor 
included). Single. bed $80. 3 
tables and sofa set $120. 
Decorative shelf $50. Dining table 
$90. Study table $50. Computer 
table $30. Call NOW. Kajal at (31 4) 
496-3678 or write at kac33@stu-
dentmail.umsl.edu. 
Alto saxophone for sale 
Bundy II at to saxophone for sale. 
Call Erica at (314) 516-7791 . 
1993 Honda del Sol 
102,500 miles, 4-speed automatic 
transmission, black color. Very 
good condition. Price $4200. Call 
(314) 629-5438. 
Call The Current to schedule an interview for the job 
of Production AssistanUAssociate. 
314-516-5174 . 
- - -
Cust. ServicelRetail Sales 
ALL STUDENTS 
$13.75 base-appt. 
No door to door canvassing or telemarketing. great resmne experience. 
$13.75 base-appt 
Flexible hours. 
Scholarships available - conditions exist 
For details call M-F 10 mn-4pm: 314-991-2428 
W'\'VW. workforstudents.com 
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